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The love of field and coppice,
Of green and shaded lanes,
Of ordered woods and gardens
Is running in your veins.
Strong love of grey-blue distance,
Brown streams and soft, dim skies –
I know but cannot share it,
My love is otherwise.

Core of my heart, my country!
Her pitiless blue sky,
When sick at heart, around us,
We see the cattle die –
But then the grey clouds gather,
And we can bless again
The drumming of an army,
The steady, soaking rain.

I love a sunburnt country,
A land of sweeping plains,
Of ragged mountain ranges,
Of droughts and flooding rains.
I love her far horizons,
I love her jewel-sea,
Her beauty and her terror –
The wide brown land for me!

Core of my heart, my country!
Land of the Rainbow Gold,
For flood and fire and famine,
She pays us back three-fold.
Over the thirsty paddocks
Watch, after many days,
The filmy veil of greenness
That thickens as we gaze…

The stark white ring-barked forests,
All tragic to the moon,
The sapphire-misted mountains,
The hot gold hush of noon.
Green tangle of the brushes,
Where lithe lianas coil,
And orchids deck the tree tops
And ferns the warm dark soil.

An opal-hearted country,
A wilful, lavish land –
All you who have not loved her,
You will not understand –
Though earth holds many splendours,
Wherever I may die,
I know to what brown country
My homing thoughts will fly

Dorothea Mackellar
(1885 – 1968)
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2012 Entry Figures
Total entries
Number of schools

9969
671

Categories

Senior secondary

841

Junior secondary

2333

Upper primary

4706

Lower primary

1746

Learning assistance secondary

101

Learning assistance primary

229

State

6

ACT

183

NSW

5791

NT

163

QLD

597

SA

325

TAS

332

VIC

1959

WA

620
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President’s Report
What a year of progress and consolidation we have enjoyed. Entry numbers, at almost
10,000 - the highest in four years, are proof indeed that the organising committee’s
hard work and direction are reaping rewards.
The response also reflects the importance of some strategic building blocks laid in
place during the last two years.
With the ongoing and invaluable support of the federal government, through the
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Training, this year through the
awards’ website, we were able to offer poetry workshops via podcast for both primary
and secondary students. This provided an important tool for both teachers and
students across the country to tackle poetry writing.
The other wonderful asset that has raised awareness of the competition was an
initiative sponsored by resource giant Santos which has allowed poetry workshops to
be run in schools across northern NSW. A poetry teacher took this form of creative
writing into schools in places such as Scone, Gilgandra, Pilliga and Moree and the
response from students, many of whom had never written poetry before, was
exhilarating.
To realise how far and wide the Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards are known, I
recount a story from a family camping trip in April. I ventured into the Marree
Aboriginal School on the edge of Lake Eyre, South Australia with some flyers about
this year’s competition. No further explanation was required - I was immediately
ushered into the library to meet the school’s single entrant last year who seemed to
think I had come a very long way to chat about his poem! It was a great thrill to think
of the reach of these awards and that they provide a rich literary resource for so many
students in the country.
With the awards approaching 30th anniversary it may well be welcoming a third
generation of poets. Thank you to all those poets and teachers for their continued
support.
Philippa Murray
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Primary Sections
Judge’s Report
A suggested topic is a common and reliable tool with which to fire the writer’s
imagination. After reading the many thousands of entries from primary school
students, it is clear to see that this year’s theme has done its job.
Wheels have been set in motion and imaginations have winged their way to new
heights to produce an astonishing array of marvellous entries! It is always a source of
great pleasure to me to observe the extraordinary range and variation of work
produced from a single topic or theme. This year’s Dorothea Mackellar Poetry
Awards has been no exception in that respect. And among those many students who
chose their own topics I’d like to ask each one the question that writers are so often
asked; ‘Where did you get your idea from?’
There were humorous poems that made me laugh out loud, poems that expressed love
of friends, family, pets and place. Some expressed great sadness and longing. While
some poems rhymed others didn’t. Poetic devices of all kinds; simile, metaphor and
alliteration were used and used well. Extensive vocabulary, comprehension and
knowledge of poetic forms were evident in many of the upper primary entries.
This is the first time I have judged a poetry competition and on many occasions I
found myself doing things judges are probably not supposed to; trying to read
between the lines, wondering if a particular poem has its roots in fact, looking at the
tender ages of the poets, thinking about how much effort went into the words before
me, trying to recall how I felt, all those years ago, when something I had written was
printed in Corinella Sunbeamer’s Club, the children’s pages of the Weekly Times. I
have been hoping this year’s entrants won’t be too disappointed if they don’t win and
wishing I could tell the beginner poets just how good those two words sound together,
or share with them how that one line they wrote sang to me. I wish there was another
word for my role, perhaps then I wouldn’t feel so bad that not everyone gets a prize.
But it is clear to me by the poems submitted, that there are people scattered all over
this nation that Dorothea loved so much, who share the joy of poetry with children.
These are the teachers who nurture first efforts, rejoice in two perfectly chosen words
or one rhythmic line, in the Haiku, the list poem, the sonnet or the ballad. I am
honoured to have been asked to read these poems and delighted that The Dorothea
Mackellar Poetry Awards exist to encourage and support the emergence and
development of young Australian poets.
Glenda Millard
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Secondary Sections
Judge’s Report
How wonderful that in the National Year of Reading, there has been an increase in the
number of entries for this competition. For although writing and reading are
sometimes seen as separate entities, the two must go hand in hand. The love of the
written word leads to better writers, and the love of writing makes for better readers.
And with pressure on teachers and schools to cover more and more curriculum areas
and skill sets, it is too often the creative pursuits which are pushed out. So bravo to
those schools (and parents) which have chosen to engage with poetry by encouraging
their students to enter this contest.
The standard of entries in the secondary sections this year was high, making the
judging task a difficult – though pleasant – one. There was a wonderful range of
poetic forms, from cinquains and haiku, always popular, to sonnets, ballads and
wonderful examples of free verse and experimental forms. It should be noted that
whilst some poetic forms, such as the cinquain and haiku, may seem to be very simple
to write, it is a rare pleasure to find one which is super-well crafted, showing adept
use of poetics to make it speak to the reader. And, whatever form chosen, those poems
which had been crafted well really stood out, with every word, every rhyme (where
used), every line break carefully chosen and adding to the whole.
The range of subjects also varied, though war and death were both prevalent, along
with poems about different forms of transport, reflecting the theme. Again, those
poems which did well showed careful consideration of the topic, generally by
choosing an aspect of the topic, rather than trying to cover every element. Humour
and happy poems were represented, always a good sign that young poets grasp that
poems can be about anything. One sad note was an increased number of poems which
were not the poet’s own work, indicating perhaps a lack of confidence in their ability
and a fear of getting it wrong. It would be nice to be able to reassure these selfdoubters that every attempt at poetry is praise-worthy – there is no ‘wrong’.
But back to the positives. I’d like to stress how excited I was by the breadth and depth
of the poetic talent among Australia’s teens. Throughout the judging process my desk
was the scene of laughs, sighs of bliss, tears, and utter amazement as I wondered at
treasure after treasure. Wonderful things indeed!
Sally Murphy
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Lower Primary
Winner
Holly GRAINGER
St Michael's Collegiate School
HOBART TAS

The Mouse
Scurrying across open roads,
titter, tatter, titter, tatter.
Using salmon pink claws,
white teeth,
munching on insects and seeds.
Ears like the back of a shell,
violet eyeliner,
small as a handful of sand,
whiskers that curl,
a cottonball,
a body white as snow
and a rusty brown top,
black as night ears.
Scuttering back to its burrow
in the dunes.
Closing its dark, velvety eyes.
Judge’s Comment

The imagery used in this poem is wonderful. I was particularly
taken with the following descriptive passages: 'Salmon pink claws,
ears like the back of a shell, violet eyeliner and dark, velvety eyes.'
The phrase, 'small as a handful of sand,' tells the reader exactly
how tiny the mouse is.
The verbs, scurrying and scuttering and 'titter, tatter', the words
used to describe the sound of these activities, perfectly portray the
mouse. A beautiful poem.
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Lower Primary
Runner-up
Eleanor ADAMS, 8
Birralee Primary School
DONCASTER VIC

LITTLE MOUSE
In comes the blackness of the night,
Out goes the final light.
Out comes a little mouse,
Out from his hole of a house.
Scamper, scurry
Leap and hurry,
To the kitchen, where the food is kept.
The fridge and the pantry carelessly left open,
Just as the little mouse was hoping.
The fridge is full of yummy treats,
Like chedder cheese and half cooked meats.
What a feast the pantry laid,
a sandwich the little mouse made.
Now after all the fun,
the little mouse is finally done.
Scamper, scurry,
leap and hurry,
in goes the little mouse,
into his hole of a house.
Out goes the blackness of the night,
in comes the morning light.
Judge’s Comment

Lovely use of meter and rhyme. I particularly enjoyed the way the
poet made excellent use of the words 'coming' and 'going' and 'in'
and 'out', at the commencement and conclusion of her poem. The
departure of light, the arrival of darkness and the mouse, the
excitement of its undercover adventure and then, in the final
stanza, the reverse occurs to neatly finish this poem.
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Upper Primary
Winner
Salina AI , 11
Able Education Australia College
EASTWOOD NSW

Sunstorm
When the Sun touches the Sea
Tis' the sun has fall'n from the dapple-grey back
Of the wide-eyed prancing pony,
Touch far mid-wave of azure mist
Leaf-gold fire flares.
Cry of the baying hound
ripping at the sheen of rocks
crashing and raging at thy cliff.
Insurmountable splash of colours flash,
flash across the flinching mane.
Howl of the sea-wolf,
Whinny of the sky-pony,
Parting of the whirling mist.
Out comes the flickering hair
Dancing on the land.
Then it is gone.
A young moon shines over
A trotting poem pony,
Moonbeams radiant, soft, glowing.
Judge’s Comment

This dramatic poem is exceptional in its use of metaphor, verb and
adjective and is filled with mystery and magic.
The first stanza gently introduces us to the topic, the second flings
us headlong into a storm of words, a maelstrom. Part way through
the third, the poet allows us to catch our breath and then in the
finale calms and reassures us.
This is a drama that begs to be read aloud and a painting to be
viewed with the mind. It is a marvellous thing.
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Upper Primary
Runner-up

Kate SOONIUS, 11
Pymble Ladies' College
PYMBLE NSW

Death of Peace
Wrapped in wintry sheet,
Lies the orphaned dove of peace:
Sadly forgotten.

Judge’s Comment

The apparent simplicity of this poem is deceptive. When every word
is chosen as carefully as this, there is nothing left to say. A perfect
poem in the tradition of Haiku. A perfect description of loss.
Extraordinary.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Primary

Winner
Dergam SALAH
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

FEAR
He is unaware that he is the prey,
Stalking him is a silent killer
Ready to pounce the beast waits,
In an instant he attacks,
Fear’s dagger-like claws tear at his throat,
His heart racing,
His skin wet,
The battle is on.
Feeling the shock of the surprise,
Feeling the beast’s breath on his cheek,
The strength of his muscles on his neck,
The predator never gives up.
But the prey is also determined,
To win the battle.
Drawing strength of a source so deep,
With shoulders squared,
He rises from almost certain death,
To win the battle.
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Judge’s Comment

This poem might have been one of dark tragedy and defeat, instead
is becomes a beacon of hope and a triumph. It is a beautifully paced
piece of writing commencing with an immediate sense of impending
danger and the vulnerability of the unwary victim. Each word has
been chosen carefully and much has been distilled much into little. I
particularly enjoy the three short lines;
'His heat racing,
His skin wet,
The battle is on.'
A poem of sixteen lines of free verse, each of the first twelve lines is
tense with struggle and impending doom. Surprisingly, the
thirteenth injects an element of hope and leads to unexpected
victory.
This is a poem which can be read and experienced on a number of
levels. The title is 'Fear', but the word fear is not mentioned in the
body of the poem. This adds to the intrigue. Fear might be the
'beast', the 'silent killer' or it might be the outcome of a more
physical threat.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Primary
Runner-up

Justin KWON, 10
St Vincent's Primary

ASHFIELD NSW

Wheels, Wings and Marvellous Things
I wish I had wheels, wings and marvellous things!
I wish I had wheels,
So I can be as fast as a car,
I can go near and I can go far.
I wish I had wheels, wings and marvellous things!
I wish I had wings
so I can fly:
I can take a trip to the blue sky!
I wish I had wheels, wings and marvellous things!
I wish I had a shell,
So I can hide,
when I am scared...
or when I'm sleepy inside...
I wish I had wheels wings and marvellous things!
I wish I had gills
to breathe in the sea,
to conquer my swimming,
to be a different me.
I wish I had wheels, wings and marvellous things!
I wish I had springs,
so I can jump high
to feel the clouds
and the beautiful sky
I wish I had wheels, wings and marvellous things!
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I wish I had muscles so I can be strong:
I can carry people all day long
I wish I had a tail, fins, a magic ring
and all sorts of marvellous things!
I wish I had wheels, wings and marvellous things,
wheels, wings and marvellous things!

Judge’s Comment

Many of the entries in this year's competition were based on the
suggested theme of ‘Wheels, Wings and Marvellous Things’. Justin's
entry captured the spirit of the title and made good use of rhyme
and rhythm.
I found the use of the words 'I wish' at the beginning of each stanza
very significant and the following poignant lines particularly moved
me.
'I wish I had a shell
So I can hide,
when I am scared...'
And these;
'I wish I had gills,
to breathe in the sea
to conquer my swimming,
to be a different me.'
I felt that the magnificent things Justin wished for in the poem were
heartfelt. Whether or not they were is not relevant - what is, is that
the poem made me feel that way. Well done.
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Junior Secondary
Winner
Beth DOWNING, 14
Campbell High School
CAMPBELL ACT

Annegato: the “Drowned” Book I Found in Venice
It’s broken and romantic I do not think I should love
something
So damaged.
Should it not make me sad?
It does.
But I am enchanted;
I turn the pages slowly – they are transparent
And the ink is running
Trying to mimic, I suppose,
The canal that tried to drown it
(and I think of Stockholm syndrome).
It’s not the first, though –
Gently and carefully
I pluck seaweed from the fish-kissed pages.
But I cannot resuscitate
This drowned book
Written in a language I cannot understand.

Judge’s Comment

Wow. The image created here of the waterlogged book is perfect. I
can see those pages with their smudged words, damaged by the
canal and the seaweed. The use of the Italian ‘annegato’ (to drown)
in the title is clever, given that the book was found in a Venetian
canal and the reference to Stockholm Syndrome, with the book
mimicking, empathizing, with its captor the canal is masterful.
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Junior Secondary
Runner-up

Anna LANGFORD, 14
Northcote High School
NORTHCOTE VIC

The Art of Chinese Writing
Some call it a tedious practice
Blotting out inky characters
That look like
A field of messy grass
Jumping off paper
Knotting together
But for those who see through
This jumble of sticks
Who see life
Between the dots and dashes
Mysteries unfold
A world within…
You’ll see rice paddies
Mountains and bamboo
Mothers and babies
Kingdoms and temples
A sun and moon
Judge’s Comment

This clever description awakens the wonder of Chinese writing as an
art form and as a doorway to the beauties of China itself, taking the
reader far beyond the confusion of lines and dots to the Chinese
landscape.
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Senior Secondary
Winner

Merry LI, 16
Presbyterian Ladies' College
PEPPERMINT GROVE WA

An afternoon spent at 39 Mandowie Road
In the back room of our old house,
in front of glass walls saturated by sunlight,
sat my father’s desk.
On it, a computer monitor and a keyboard
with the a, s, f, j, backspace and return keys
eroded to shiny plastic.
On the other side of the glass
my mother watered her fig tree,
with the fingery branches that bled white sap,
and the furry leaves that would have made
very prickly undergarments.
Snaking the hose under the handprints of shade,
she plucked the figs with a twist of the wrist,
handed them to us, heavy with rain
and impregnated by the seed of summer.
We tore them in half,
squeezing from the little hole at the bottom,
revealing the flesh: pink-tipped,
perfectly, artfully graduated to white.
Fig flesh, I thought, was like the alveoli of lungs
that I had seen illustrated in the
faded watercolours of Dorling Kindersley’s
The Human Body.
The alveoli came off so easily,
we slipped our tongues and teeth between
the soft rind and bitter skin,
white blood dripping into the webs of our fingers
until we were left with seeds between our teeth
and two halves of a heart-shaped shell.
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When the mosquitoes came,
my mother slapping at her bare arms,
we hurtled through the sliding doors.
On my father’s lap,
our faces white in the Microsoft glow,
I pulled at the levers of his office chair
and pointed at the graph of Fig1 on the screen.
My father explained that it meant ‘Figure 1’,
and explained to me the nature of science.

Judge’s Comment

This poem takes the reader on a wonderful journey - from the
interior of the house, out into the garden and back inside to the
computer, with the surprising final lines which connect the interior
and exterior scenes. The portrait of a loving family revelling in life
together, coupled with the cleverness of the two ‘figs’ makes the
poem a joyous whole. The use of language and the pacing of the
poem shows wonderful maturity.
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Senior Secondary
Runner-up
Jordan Dennis
Tumbarumba High School, TUMBARUMBA NSW
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Judge’s Comment

This clever poem makes novel use of visual layout to mimic the
subject and events being described. The flash of white as the
elevator doors open, and the twisted form of the final lines are
particularly effective. Visual twists aside, the words themselves take
the reader along with the courting couple in, out and around, with
the interplay between ‘you and ‘I’ drawing us in to the intimacy of
the blossoming relationship and pondering the underlying
comments on apostasy and belief.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Secondary

Winner
Josiah TOFT
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

Dancer's Feet
The spring of floor boards
Under lightning feet
The graceful movement
Of a dancer’s feet
Flying high
In crazy leaps
Amazing strength
In a dancer’s feet
Impressive balance
In dizzying turns,
The swiftly moving
Dancer’s feet
Ballet turnout
And graceful technique
The inspiring and poise
Of a dancer’s feet
Judge’s Comment

The rhythm of this beautiful poem reflects the leaps and turn of a
dancer's path perfectly. As I read I felt that I was moving around a
stage, following those feet. The use of repetition punctuates the
poem beautifully.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Secondary

Runner-up

Connor MISHALOW, 14
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

A SPECIAL WORLD
An imaginary place
In an imaginary world,
An imaginary universe.
A place of action,
Sacrifice,
Heroes,
War,
Life,
Where every man fights not to die,
But to save.
They are out numbered,
Outgunned,
And they still don’t stop fighting,
They will fight not to be heroes
But to be human.
Judge’s Comment

This touching poem on the themes of war and of human spirit
delighted me. The final two lines left me thinking long after I read
it. The contrast between the negativity of fighting and the positive
reasons for doing so is food for thought.
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Community Relations Commission Award
Winner
Alexander MALOOF, 11 and Rhys HALKIDIS, 11
Trinity Preparatory School
STRATHFIELD NSW

Silentio ad Mare
Heads under hands and not a single breath audible,
The boat at a creak with every wave.
Forced to flee and left with nothing,
The conflict has taken it all.
Haunting memories with no one to trust,
Families, treasures and memories are gone.
People packed tightly no space to breathe,
Any movement will result in peril.
Stomachs are starved no time to eat,
Water as far as the eye can see,
Any second might be your last.
With these thoughts in mind your home is far,
And sickness draws near as hopes run free.
Your safety is like a thread,
Once cut can’t be restored.
When the flashing lights appear at sea,
The blankets are drawn and all is still.
For getting caught is not intended.
Heads under hands and not a single breath audible,
The boat at a creak with every wave.
Silentio ad mare (meaning silence at sea)
Judge’s Comment

Silentio ad Mare is a powerful and timely poem. It gives the reader
a harrowing glimpse of what it must be like to leave all that is
familiar, of great loss, fear of the unknown and hope for the future.
The poets use of the analogy of safety being like a thread evokes
the fragility of the situation for the occupants of the boat. The
flashing lights might be symbolic of hope, but even then the terror
of being caught is dominant. The repeat of the first line at the
conclusion of them poem reinforces the breathtaking fear of those
seeking refuge.
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Lower Primary
Lulu BROOKS-WILCOX, 5
Individual entry
ALBURY NSW

My Beautiful Purring Cat
Tabitha is black
Sleek, soft, smooth fur
I named her
‘Beautiful purring cat’
She talks to me, head on one side
Purring, licking her paws
Cheeky and sometimes
A little hissy
Fits into my arms
She wakes me from my dreams
Soft kisses on my cheeks
Black body
Orange eyes that I know
Are hers, are hers
Sitting in my chair
I hold her tight
She sleeps, is sleeping
I’m hers, I’m hers.
Judge’s Comment

Sophisticated arrangement of lines
'A little hissy
Fits into my arms'
and use of repetition;
'Are hers, are hers'
and then in the final line,
'I'm hers, I'm hers.'
Charming.
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Alexander CHAN, 6
Winthrop Primary School
WINTHROP WA

Cloud Train
Watch the cloud train
rush past in the sky.
The rain clouds are
train tracks.
The raindrops are like
passengers on the Cloud Express.
The blue sky is the station.
The sun is the station master.
Judge’s Comment

Good use of metaphor and simile and wonderful imagery.

Hamish DAVIDSON MCLEOD, 8
Trinity Grammar Preparatory School
STRATHFIELD NSW

Reduce Reuse Recycle
My dad says we should recycle
so I cycle to school
and I recycle home.
My mum says I should reduce
so I have another glass of orange juice.
My brother says I should reuse
so I've been wearing the same pair of undies all week.
Judge’s Comment

A very humorous and well-constructed poem.
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Bianca FINOCCHIARO, 8
The Essington School
NIGHTCLIFF NT

You And Me
Love is what I call you and I together
When I’m not with you
I feel lonely and empty.
I love you more than I love my self.
When I hold your hand
I feel like a flower blowing through the wind.
I love that you are as sweet as a lolly.
When I’m walking by your side
I feel as marvellous as you
I love the way your eyes sparkle like the night sky.
When you’re not with me
I feel lonely and empty.
I love how you make me feel safe and warm.
When I’m lying in your arms I feel as clam as the sun setting.
I love you with every blink of my eye
Our love is endless like a circle
Judge’s Comment

This poem expresses what love feels like with great simplicity. It is
completely unselfconscious.
What could be lovelier than to be described as being 'as sweet as a
lolly' or to hear the words, 'When I hold your hand I feel like flower
blowing in the wind'? Beautiful.
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Edward GARTH, 9
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

True Blue Aussie Wing
It’s a marvellous thing,
This thing I fling.
Spins like a wheel
But contains no steel:
A true blue Aussie wing.
Watch out, kangas! I can sting!
What is this thing?
Once made of bone,
Sharpened with stone.
Some ten thousand summers ago,
First twirled over a startled dingo.
Or was it autumn, winter or spring?
Like the seasons, it keeps returning.
So, what is this thing?
With man’s progress to fly,
They’re now made of ply.
Finely tuned for maximum lift,
They make the perfect Christmas gift.
Hours of fun they will bring,
Thrown at the right angle with good timing.
Now, what is this thing?
With joy I can now declare.
I’m the proud owner of a pair;
Both crafted by an Aussie record holder,
Only difference, the shape of the shoulder;
One goes straight, other keeps returning.
By now, the answer should be burning:
This true blue Aussie wing!
Judge’s Comment

A history lesson and a poem in one! Good use of rhyme and
rhythm.
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Grace Lewis, 8
Gib Gate
MITTAGONG NSW

Cupcake Fairies
Fairies flutter through the air
Always taking special care.
But not your normal kind of sprite
Their cupcakes fill you with delight.
They make their cupcakes all day long
And sing their special fairy song.
It helps them cook the cupcakes well
Which imparts a quite delightful smell.
They’re chocolate, strawberry and other types
They’re sometimes patterned with stars or stripes.
And as it comes near to the end of the day
The smell shall slowly drift away.
Judge’s Comment

Excellent rhyme and rhythm and wonderful imagery. I can almost
smell these cakes cooking!
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Mario MUNGUIA LUCIO, 6
Winthrop Primary School
WINTHROP WA

Amber Leaves
See the leaves fall down
from their home.
They're orange, golden
pizza-coloured, green and red.
They're even burnt colours.
They're like starfish
See them have a shower in the rain.
They're like stars
See them shine in the sun like crystals.
They're like clothes on a washing line
See them dry in the sun.
Judge’s Comment

'See the leaves' the poet begs the reader. This poem is so filled with
imagery that the reader could not help but see the images.
Wonderful use of simile.

Joel NEILL, 6
Hilder Road State School
THE GAP QLD

Amazing
Dirty moon
hot black grass
blistering sun
alien hills
lizard scattering on the hot sand
teeth like rocks
the forest is on fire
Judge’s Comment

Wonderful observation and truthful descriptions. Strong words make
for strong images. A powerful poem.
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Mia CAMERON, 9
Pymble Ladies' College Junior School
PYMBLE NSW

The Immigrant
Oh why do you hate me?
Am I really that bad?
I didn't come on first class
But I'm truly not a cad
Oh why do you fear me?
Do you know how far I've gone?
I have travelled on a bumpy boat
The journey was so long
Oh why do you loathe me?
Is my skin too brown and yellow?
Are my eyes too small and beady?
Unlike those other fellows
Oh why do you scorn me?
Am I not your guest?
I have no other friends
You treat me like a pest
Oh why do you hate me?
You squash me on the road
I came here to serve you
I'm just a Cane Toad
Judge’s Comment

This poem makes excellent use of rhyme and rhythm and the final
line is unexpectedly humorous.
However on a deeper level, this poem is a striking metaphor for
human migrants and explores feelings of alienation and
discrimination and the longing for acceptance.
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Upper Primary
Josh ADAM, 11
Weetangera Primary School
WEETANGERA ACT

The Origami Swan
That humble and modest girl
Is like a gorgeous diamond
Or maybe as beautiful as a pearl.
As she smiles at me
If my heart was locked she’d be the key.
She is neat, folded, white and pure
With my origami sickness she is the cure…
The perfect girl, she’s the one for me
She is the swan of origami.
Judge’s Comment

A very sophisticated poem.

Charlotte HESLOP, 10
Tom Price Primary School
TOM PRICE WA

Sunset
Night falls silently
As the sun slowly tucks itself into bed.

Judge’s Comment

Not a word out of place, not a word too many. Beautiful.
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Zaki FARAG, 9
Templestowe Heights PS
TEMPLESTONE VIC

Scarecrow
The Scarecrow watched the square of earth
It looked so dull and bare
Then every day he saw a boy
So busy working there
He turned the soil and planted seeds
And then put mulch on top
He weeded and he watered
Scarecrow thought "He doesn't stop!"
It rained a lot; the sun came out
Then green leaves did appear
The boy sang out in happiness
When he saw them there
He staked the peas and measured them
First flowers, pods -then peas!
Beetroot, onions, garlic, herbs
Enough for Mum to freeze
The Scarecrow kept the birds away
He owed it to the boy
Who loved his garden more than
Any TV show or toy
I'm Zaki, I'm a gardener
I'm the one you see, Scarecrow!
I'm proud to make food from just seeds
I love to see them grow!
Judge’s Comment
I strongly suspect that Zaki has a garden of his own, since his poem
displays such depth of knowledge of the topic. There are many reasons
why this poem is so appealing. It is told in perfect chronological order, the
rhyme and rhythm barely skip a beat. Telling it from Scarecrow's point of
view was a wonderful idea. The reader easily identifies as Scarecrow;
sadly watching that dull and bare square of earth, curiously observing the
activity, impressed by the boy's dedication. There is an element of
suspense too - what will happen, will the garden grow? The boy, the
scarecrow and the reader all share mutual feelings of elation and joy when
the green leaves appear and then surprise and delight at the produce. The
second last stanza makes me wish that every child could have such a
garden and love it the way the boy clearly loves his. And then in the final
stanza there is a wonderful surprise when the poet reveals himself to be
the gardener. Well done.
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Finn BALL, 11
Alstonville Public School
ALSTONVILLE NSW

Imprinted
A soiled hand imprint on the window sill,
Small and fresh.
A lively infant’s hand.
Waiting for someone, someone to come home.
Slowly the years pass by,
The print remains.
Accentuated by the dust.
The child changes.
Decades,
The print withstands.
Faded, weak, outgrown.
The child changes.
The print watches,
The now matured face.
And as the desperation grows,
The child changes.
Visions of reunion blackened,
Now adolescent child, vagrant.
He might not come back
The child changes.
The adult child grows,
It’s soul sorrows with the truth,
He’s dead.
The child changes.
Sitting,
Breathing painful.
Staring
The child has grown.
The headstone stands tall amongst rows of flowers.
But silently, without any witnesses,
The print dies.
It fades away into nothingness.
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Although it is no longer visible,
On the dusty window sill.
It will remain imprinted,
On the hearts of many souls.
Far, far away an ashen cross stands,
The loved and the lost,
The father, the daughter
Reunited, imprinted once more.
Judge’s Comment

A very poignant poem.

Happiness
In a dark, dark city there was dark, dark street,
And in that dark, dark street there was a dark, dark house,
And inside that dark, dark house there was a dark, dark room,
And in that dark, dark room was a bright, bright machine
And inside that bright, bright machine…
…………………………………..
Tooters toot and Honkers honk,
Yelpers yelp and Talkers talk.
Cars whizz and rockets fly,
Balls roll and toy penguins dive.
Windmills spin and lights blink,
Cameras flash and eyes wink.
Trains chuff and tractors chug,
Cogs turn and clouds puff.
Trumpets trumpet and drums drum,
Spinners spin and Runners run.
Wheels spin and wings flap,
Vacuums suck and tails slap.
Levers switch and buttons bleep,
Pulleys pull and sleepers sleep.
Fallers fall and walkers walk,
Wheezers wheeze and snorters snort
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………………………………….
That bright, bright machine was in a dark, dark room,
And that dark, dark room was in a dark, dark house,
That dark, dark house was in a dark, dark street,
And that dark, dark street was in a dark, dark city
That city was in a dark, dark world with only one pinprick of light
And out of the machine came something better than anything in the
world...
Happiness.
Judge’s Comment

A happiness factory - what fabulous fun! A wonderfully constructed,
surprising poem which uses onomatopoeia and alliteration very
successfully.

Ochre MCGREGOR, 11
Newcastle East Public School
THE HILL NSW

Outback
It never seems to stop
The hot,
tough ground goes on for ever.
You can only slightly hear the soft soothing sound
of tiny streams flowing like a blue ribbon unrolling.
As the sun goes down as the animals cry,
The bright night is silent, like the world on mute.
In the outback,
I am safe.
Judge’s Comment

Wonderful imagery. I see that blue ribbon unrolling. In a poem
about nature the expression, 'The world on mute' is original and
interesting.
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Max SPENSER KARINEN, 11
The Junction Public School
THE JUNCTION NSW

The Clock
Sitting on a Newcastle mantelpiece
Was a dusty German pendulum clock
Just another clock in Australia
Ticking more and more of its life away
The plentiful stories of its long past
Starting from the old land of Germany
In that beautiful land of Germany
Far from that carved wood and stone mantelpiece
One hundred and thirty years in the past
Crafted and given was a certain clock
To a family that was going away
To seek a better life in Australia
And they went to the land of Australia
From a lack of money in Germany
Selling non-precious possessions away
Leaving their friends, home and mantelpiece
But keeping that particular little clock
Through all that they would ever past
And as they looked from their German past
On a crowded boat to Australia
Keeping their ornate and tireless clock
From the place they had called home, Germany
To find a new house, life and mantelpiece
Going simply, as they called it, away
And on that boat they almost wasted away
Leaving many continents and islands past
Homeless and without a mantelpiece
On the well-worn path to Australia
Leaving their home and the land Germany
Taking what was needed and their quaint clock
What has been witnessed by that little clock?
A family immigrated far from home away
All born in the land called Germany
Leaving a long and plentiful past
Starting a new life in Australia
And forging a new, stronger mantelpiece
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All the cogs and wheels in that little clock has had a lengthening
past
It has long been from its place of making, away and instead in
Australia
So long away from that land Germany and instead on my
mantelpiece.

Judge’s Comment

Max makes excellent use of symbolism in his wonderful poem. The
clock and the mantelpiece are both very significant. The clock is,
perhaps, the heart of the migrants. It goes with them to the other
end of the world. To another mantelpiece - it being a metaphor for
home.
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Claudia KAPLAN, 13
Moriah College
QUEENS PARK NSW

The Bright Yellow Sun
Inspired by William Carlos William’s The Red Wheelbarrow
So much depends
Upon
The bright yellow sun
Breaking through the clouds
Warming up the day
So much depends
Upon
The bright yellow sun
Reflecting off the walls
Mirroring in the sea
So much depends
Upon
The bright yellow sun
Shining through the barriers
Touching all the people
So much depends
Upon
The bright yellow sun
Glazing the sand
Burning the soles of your feet
Judge’s Comment

We all do well to take note of the masters. This poet has carefully
constructed her poem celebrating the sun and the form of another,
much loved poem.
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Nicholas RICE, 12
Woollahra Public School
WOOLLAHRA NSW

My Kingdom Falls At Gaia’s Hand
My buildings crumbled,
My temples fell,
All was lost when the earth trembled,
It came at once,
It came in force,
And now what was mine,
Has crashed to the ground,
All at Gaia’s hand.
My once great palace lies in ruin,
The frescoes in pieces,
The columns shattered upon the ground,
As I wander through the deserted corridors,
Looking with eyes weary with age,
Fond memories returning,
from years long past and gone.
I stand in a daze,
Wrapped in the glorious embrace of reminiscence,
Walking into the palace courtyard,
My gaze falls upon the startled features of my childhood companion,
Argos the bull whom I leapt over,
All those years ago.
I look upon the shattered Kylixes,
Of clay and glass,
Black and red.
The turtle shell lyres,
Broken in shards,
Like the music they played when the earth began to shake,
Now lying in a shattered interlude,
Patiently waiting for the return of fingers to their strings.
I stand here amid the dust,
With the ruins of Knossos at my feet,
Yet hope burns in my heart,
That we will rise,
That the corridors will once again be filled with life.
A new hope blossoms,
Like a flower from its bud,
Hope that the corridors will once again ring with laughter,
That music will be heard throughout the courtyards,
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Simply, that life will flourish again,
Upon this island paradise.
The orchards of Malia will hang heavy with fruit,
The vineyards vibrant with grapes,
And the forests,
Once again filled with the noise of game.
Gaia shook the earth to destroy us,
The Mycenaeans sent armies to annihilate us,
Yet we stand here today,
With hope in our hearts,
That we will rise,
A kingdom greater than any before.
So now we must celebrate in the knowledge
The knowledge that we shall be stronger,
Stronger than any others, any others before.
For although my kingdom may have fallen,
And although my palace lies in ruin,
We will return,
In numbers and in strength,
To reclaim our kingdom,
from the great Gaia.
My buildings crumbled,
My temples fell,
All was lost when the earth trembled,
It came at once,
It came in force,
And now what was mine,
Has crashed to the ground,
All at Gaia’s hand.
My once great palace lies in ruin,
The frescoes in pieces,
The columns shattered upon the ground,
As I wander through the deserted corridors,
Looking with eyes weary with age,
Fond memories returning,
from years long past and gone.
I stand in a daze,
Wrapped in the glorious embrace of reminiscence,
Walking into the palace courtyard,
My gaze falls upon the startled features of my childhood companion,
Argos the bull whom I leapt over,
All those years ago.
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I look upon the shattered Kylixes,
Of clay and glass,
Black and red.
The turtle shell lyres,
Broken in shards,
Like the music they played when the earth began to shake,
Now lying in a shattered interlude,
Patiently waiting for the return of fingers to their strings.
I stand here amid the dust,
With the ruins of Knossos at my feet,
Yet hope burns in my heart,
That we will rise,
That the corridors will once again be filled with life.
A new hope blossoms,
Like a flower from its bud,
Hope that the corridors will once again ring with laughter,
That music will be heard throughout the courtyards,
Simply, that life will flourish again,
Upon this island paradise.
The orchards of Malia will hang heavy with fruit,
The vineyards vibrant with grapes,
And the forests,
Once again filled with the noise of game.
Gaia shook the earth to destroy us,
The Mycenaeans sent armies to annihilate us,
Yet we stand here today,
With hope in our hearts,
That we will rise,
A kingdom greater than any before.
So now we must celebrate in the knowledge
The knowledge that we shall be stronger,
Stronger than any others, any others before.
For although my kingdom may have fallen,
And although my palace lies in ruin,
We will return,
In numbers and in strength,
To reclaim our kingdom,
from the great Gaia.
Judge’s Comment

A historic poem of grief and of hope. First person perspective makes
it all the more poignant and powerful.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Primary
Katie MAGILL, 12
KOOTINGAL PUBLIC SCHOOL
KOOTINGAL NSW

The Giant Swing
Students walking excitedly
Towards the giant swing
You hear excitement everywhere.
Putting on the hard helmet and tight harness
harness looks uncomfortable
But it feels ok.
Walking to the ladder
Butterflies in your tummy
Nervous about the height.
Pulling the rope
Higher and higher
People look smaller and smaller
Pull the green rope.......
WHEEE and off you go
Swinging
Hear the squealing and happiness.
Slowly coming to the ground
The butterflies go away
Hear the children wanting another go.
Judge’s Comment

In this poem, Katie takes us, her readers, on a thrilling,
exhilarating, breathtaking ride. There is tension, expectation,
freedom and achievement in this fine poem.
This is one of three of Katie's poems, all of which are highly
commended. A wonderful effort.
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Mum And Dad
Thank-you for being my Mum and Dad,
Especially when I have been bad!
For dropping the glass,
And slipping over on the grass.
Singing really loudly in the shower,
While wasting the power.
For being clumsy at times, I
And singing nursery rhymes.
Not remembering my jobs,
While going out to Farmer Bob’s.
Pretending I can't hear you,
When I know I really do.
For making my bedroom a mess,
And watching Mum stress.
Not feeding the dog,
And then tripping over a log.
Talking in my sleep,
About Little Bo Peep.
Squishing spiders in my room,
With the big broom.
Not coming when you call,
' Making excuses like I fall.
Whinging in the car,
When we have to travel far.
Well Mum and Dad,
I know I've been bad!
But I really do love you,
THANKYOU!
Judge’s Comment

If I were the fabulous Katie Magill's Mum or Dad I would be
absolutely thrilled with this poem. A warm, engaging poem about a
warm, engaging person. By the final stanza, when Katie says the
magic words, we would forgive her anything!
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Life on Pop's Farm
Sheep grow wool,
As warm as a heater.
They aren't fools
Can be as long as a metre
Cows eat hay,
Down by the creek,
On a sunny day,
The shade they seek.
Chooks lay eggs,
Made for food,
Resting their legs,
Laying eggs where they poohed.
Lambs have meat,
When they are dead,
Good to eat,
Before working in the shed.
Dogs are working hard,
As hard as a slave.
When working in the sheep yard,
They know how to BEHAVE!
Selling rams,
For farmers to buy.
Ewes make lambs,
To live until they die.
Growing fruit in the garden,
Fresh looking and yummy,
at them before they harden,
Do you want to play 'rummy?'
Driving in a rusty Holden ute,
Kicking up the dirt,
Children in the boot,
Wearing dirty shirts.
Working in the shed
Shearing the sheep
Waiting to be fed
Have to eat a heap
Judge’s Comment

Katie has a special gift of allowing the reader, through her poems, a
clear and wonderful glimpse into her life.
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Rosanna XU, 11
Parramatta North Public School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

Danger
Look at the fawn
Graze at dawn,
Drink at the creek
While the lion peeks.
Judge’s Comment

Fourteen carefully chosen words make this a beautiful, evocative
poem. By commencing with the word, 'look', Rosanna immediately
captures the reader's attention and then holds us spellbound as the
scene unfolds before us. The final line makes us catch our breath in
fear.
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Junior Secondary
Aidan BAILEY ET. AL
Sophia YOO
Drake DIK
Matthew SINCAIR
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

We Must Live
Japanese dynamite sets off charges.
Whipped, beaten, exhausted,
Commanded to toil in
Burning sun and tearing rain,
We drag our weary bones.
Dysentry depleting when malaria strikes,
Bone-thin, shivering bodies.
Digging, digging, burying the dead,
Struggling to stay sane
When the world is mad.
Beri beri swelling when cholera strikes,
Dry eyes shrink into skulls.
Piling, piling, burning the dead,
Watching in dumb awe
As skeletons dance.
Fading, fierce and grim, soldiers say,
“We must live through it.”
Judge’s Comment

This moving exploration of the prisoner of war experience makes
excellent use of repetition and striking images. From the opening
detonation to the spectre of dancing skeletons, the horror grows,
with the final lines focusing on the one glimmer of hope – the
soldiers’ desire to live.
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Sharon DU, 13
Individual entry
BALWYN VIC

Autochthony
In slow motion, a gentle bubble of paradise
Once burst far too suddenly, but I guess
Even in death the dawn must surely rise
As in life the dusky evening must set.
Queens of midnight, shall regal stand
Grasp in their claws my sobbing hand.
Pleasure is not pleasure that lasts a day
Or longer. Instead
It is the way that the summer blue shadows lay
Far more fleeting than dread
Butterfly kisses, afternoon teas, waves on the sea
These things last longer than pleasure. Than me.
You see, I know not of immortality
Though my tongue may on occasion wrangle its name
Some things are said too frequently
Because forever is not the same
As infinite. As endless. As eternity. As our rotting flesh and meat.
Some things can be measured within a heartbeat.
Dancers. They circle in the city rain
Starred with thorns, shivering with lace
The gentility of the newborn, the courage of the insane
Spirals half-ambiguous, carved into the brain
Firefly weavers, alone in the dusk
Pollen and haze. And evening musk.
Let’s care, let’s break in our honey and autumn
Though the sky might scream freezing rain
And the crows perform their scarlet post-mortem
Our dying, last blue crying, breath might be the same.
And for that hope I might make my last stand
Dreams, half-buried in saltwater, half in sand.
Endless grey years might make their path
Through the net and web of our ribbon life
But though the impossible shall fade at last
Is it not worth one rose-grey sigh?
Because these words are just cages plain
For something I could not contain.
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Judge’s Comment

An intricate exploration of connectedness, filled with powerful
images. The use of an unusual rhyme scheme, as well as internal
punctuation and the placing of the line breaks combine for overall
impact.

We used to live
We used to stomp wasps
Crushing them into a mess
And lace fuzzed abdomens
Down into that dry summer grass.
And we laughed at snails
With that fearful sort of humour
We were too afraid to touch
We weren’t scared, we said.
We celebrated festivals all
Alone, and dreamed of that long
Golden-stained summer
Amongst the sun and pollen.
That hot, oily, afternoon
Brushing through our glossy hair
And we laughed
Our socks slid down our legs.
We slipped and ran down those
Brick studded corridors
Thin grazed girl limbs
Cheap click of school shoes.
We rubbed the soles thin that summer
Back then, we ran desperately
And let the trees paint dappled blue
Shadows, onto our arms.
Now we dream of that eager
That eager idyllic summer
And we let these memories slip
Through our grey, dusty fingers.
Sock-tans and scuffed shoes
That little girl who lived that summer
Died in the arms of winter.
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Judge’s Comment

A haunting visit to a seemingly carefree childhood, with those last
lines leaving the reader pondering what has been lost. There is a
dream-like quality to the scenes portrayed, as if viewing an old film
– with dappled light and the lens picking out smiling faces, long
grass, glossy hair laughing faces and so on.

Cassidy FIDDLING, 15
Bede Polding College
SOUTH WINDSOR NSW

***
Signing up for the war
seemed like a good idea,
But nothing could prepare us
for when we had to battle,
All the training we forgot
in an instant,
All that mattered was
making it out alive…
Judge’s Comment

Short and striking. Avoids trying to explain the horror, being all the
more effective for what it doesn't say. The final ellipsis conveys so
much.
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Thendral MANICKAM, 14
The Knox School
WANTIRNA SOUTH VIC

My Mother
My mother’s hands are as soft as summer’s soil,
And as tender as spring’s blossom
Her eyes are pebbles, coarsely buried,
And her smile as shy as a possum

Judge’s Comment

A beautiful little offering making clever use of simile to draw a
portrait in just a few lines. Love the final one especially.

Jai MCKAY, 13
Tarremah Steiner School
KINGSTON TAS

The Sparrow
I see the sparrow
Weaving intricate patterns
With his tiny wings
Into the fine cloth of air
So that nothing can undo
Judge’s Comment

The image of the sparrow as a weaver is a delightful metaphor,
painting a clear picture of the sparrow’s darting movement.
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Jordana WEGMAN, 14
Moriah College
QUEENS PARK NSW

Title Here
(That Rarely Has Anything To Actually Do With the Poem)
This is where:
Something pretentious is written,
With a lot of random semicolons;
And dashes and unnecessary—
New paragraphs in the middle of a sent-ance
A simile as cliché as a Katherine Heigl movie,
And metaphors that
Reek of plagiarism
(probably).
Personification holds the poem in its tight grasp,
Avoid Any Amount of Alliteration
And onomatopoeia:
BOOM
As people die
(Or something)
Because if nobody dies—
Then the poem isn’t considered;
Deep.
And that would be:
Bad.
Something about the sky
And the universe;
Blah blah blah you are not alone
Blah blah blah yes I am
Blah blah
Blah
Something melodramatic and
Vaguely shocking to end:
Look, a ninja!
Judge’s Comment

This one made me laugh out loud when I first read it, and giggle
each subsequent time. The clever use of the poetic techniques to
gently mock poets who take them too seriously works well, and the
final line is brilliant.
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Nicole SUNG, 13
Individual entry
EASTWOOD NSW

Then and Now
As a boy, he had lain
In the lush grass of his family farm
Watching clouds coalesce
In the vast, azure sky
But now he lies in pain and he
Sees the stench of bodies and smoke and
Stares towards heaven beyond
The blood-soaked sky.
As a boy he had witnessed
The miracle of life.
Eggs hatching, fillies awakening.
Nurturing life with the light of love.
But now he lives to kill; a killing machine.
Inwardly repulsed, fighting against his instincts.
Ever-haunted by the glazed eyes of
The men he has shot.
The battlefield lies strewn with the lifeless limbs
Of comrades and enemies alike.
He has broken the families of his brothers,
The curse of Cain upon his soul.
I close my eyes and take my last breath,
I am released from war and praying for death.
Judge’s Comment

Outstanding use of contrast between childhood and life as a soldier,
with the reader chilled by the difference between then and now. The
shocking images of the battlefield, and the clever shift of point of
view in the last two lines are highly effective.
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Josh RAICH, 14
Applecross Senior High School
ARDROSS WA

Compelling Compliance
The future, twenty-eight years hence
To us today, it mystifies
Click! Whirr!
Holographic, three-dimensional face
A projection of mankind
Technicoloured monotony,
Educative yet emotionless
The source: a screen front and centre
Ultimately powerful like a judge in court,
Compelling compliance.
Innocuous, pejorative
Female form, to comfort the young ones
Brightness shines like a million suns from her eyes
But warmth…?
A dapper creation, intelligent too
Now you can tell infants
“It will educate you.”
Judge’s Comment

A clever vision of a possible future with a virtual teacher. This could
be fascinating, even exciting - but the idea of a computer
'compelling compliance' and the use of the question mark lead the
reader to ponder the downside of such a possibility.
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Senior Secondary
Annabelle BARTLETT, 15
MLC Burwood
BURWOOD NSW

Butterfly
Wheels, wings and wonderful things
Her pale body
Painfully thin, lay limply on the bed.
Her shoulder blades, the shape they were in
Like wings
Protruding from her back, yearning to fly
Those poor, cursed things.
Her pale body
Painfully thin
Light as a feather, but heavy to move
Hard to force even a grin.
Her shoulder blades, the shape they were in
Like wings
Yearning to break free from the curse, her disease
Which had enveloped her every move,
Her every word, every thought, every kilogram to lose.
Her shoulder blades, the shape they were in
Like wings
Triangle and fragile
Bony and small
Hard to move, hard to think at all
Her pale body
Painfully thin, now lying on the bed
Filled with needles and pumps- she was nearly dead.
Her shoulder blades, the shape they were in
Had thrust through the skin of her back
Had flown to safety
To the crisp, white sheets
Of the hospital bed.
Judge’s Comment

A painful, moving examination of anorexia and its consequences.
The use of repetition and the imagery of the butterfly is powerful.
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Hunter AUZINS, 15
Newtown High School Of The Performing Arts
NEWTOWN NSW

Forgotten
The dog ate my
ADHD and farted out a love poem
miraculous lines
of silver and grey and
sprained ankles.
The random wet marks
of tears like hearts
drooling ink all over my page.
It’s 12pm and me and the cripples
exchange nods of fried eggs and current affairs
like silent steam bombs we all know wont explode.
I always wondered
what else the dog
ate that day.
Judge’s Comment

This clever, funny poem is a wonderful twist on the old 'dog ate my
homework' with a dream like zaniness that makes the reader laugh
and wonder in equal measure.

Sophie HOWARD, 15
St Paul's College
WALLA WALLA NSW

Unseen
You go unnoticed,
A bread crumb on the edge of
A king’s laden plate.
Judge’s Comment

A clever haiku, with a perfect image which really packs a punch.
The use of the haiku form helps the poet to create the image
without any attempt to over-elaborate, allowing readers to think for
themselves.
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Calvin CHEUNG, 17
Sydney Grammar School
DARLINGHURST NSW

Love Song for the World: Revisiting Prufrock
If I said “Let us go then, you and I,”
You would stare, blank-faced, and ask me: “Why?”
No, that really could not do!
Not in this world,
Where leaves fall unnoticed through
Air no longer crisp, air no longer sweet.
I will drive the exchange back to “Shall we meet?” …
So if it’s all the same to you,
Come take a walk with me.
Now what if you told me “Yes, okay”,
What would that do but throw into disarray
My thought-out plans, my elaborate plans?
And if you said “Let’s meet in an hour”,
Would we wander through the brilliant lights,
Argue over cheap buffet?
Do I dare, do I dare, eat this ‘lobster’?
And as our street-side silence
Quivers beneath the glimmering nebulae,
I cannot cast aside the endless worries of a man.
Does the world not follow some sort of plan?
Joe Bloggs “lives in the now”; “goes with the flow”,
What then would he do?
Yet I, yet I try to predict the unpredictable.
I must steal a phrase from you, dear Prufrock:
I am less than a pair of ragged claws,
Scuttling back and forth,
Back and forth,
Each step followed by a trembling pause.
So if it’s all the same to you,
Come take a walk with me.
Do I dare, do I dare, knock on your door?
I sit at your doorstep,
Watching pools of rain shimmer on the ground,
Dance with splendour; dance with starlight.
I wait at your doorstep,
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Watching grey-suited men glide by,
Phones a gleaming haze.
The moon shines bright tonight,
A silver orb dangling above my head
As I make my retreat.
But behind those fogged up windows
The world itself
Lies waiting for me,
To love, to view, to hold.
So if it’s all the same to you,
I’ll take this walk alone.
For mine is to keep vigil
Until I draw the perfect breath,
And the stars above rejoice.

Judge’s Comment

An intriguing response to, or revisitation of, TS Elliot’s Prufrock.
However, there is plenty here for the reader who perhaps hasn’t
read Elliot’s version.



Nouveau Vers de Société
In a world of instant everything where
Everyone’s attention is available here and there
On demand, I sit with familiar peace in the moonbeam
Of my monitor, where it does not seem
At all strange that it takes only one click to ignore
From Joe Bloggs: Will you be my friend?
Keyboard warriors with newfound courage speak
Big to a screen, swaggering along and bearing
Pompous egos as their weapon of choice tearing
Down their fragile insecurities. Time is spent
Blissfully watching someone I barely know vent
And reading the insightful drivel of another who this week
Had the craziest night; had the best time.
This is the world of toneless dribble to which we retreat,
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Somehow mesmerised by its one-dimensionality
And our fellow inhabitants’ idle vacuity.
So it isn’t shameful that I, a tired competitor, cheat
The rules of life’s social game. Is it really a crime
To overshare? What’s the point of living when no one knows?
I for one celebrate the minutiae of experience,
That we should show the world our purest conscience
And let the social highwinds carry every atomic detail
Like a germinating seed of self that eventually grows
Into something worthwhile. But this would first entail
Tickling the fancies of this indifferent other place
And appealing to acquaintances who frankly couldn’t care
Any less. Solitude seems to swiftly enlace
Those of us clutching frightfully at the wish
To matter to someone. In reality we try to cherish
The fruits of our decency while this lonesome despair
Insists that voyeurism is the new black.
This estranged and confined life is an acidic attack
On virtue, but now that we have lost all company,
Exhaustion urges me to quite complicitly
Whimper, as we approach our bathetic end,
That Joe Bloggs is in every possible way a dear friend.

Judge’s Comment

From the intriguing title through to the very last line, this poem is a
masterfully crafted look at the cyber world and the ability it creates
to share, to witness and to create lives.
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Rebecca COLE, 16
Presbyterian Ladies' College
PEPPERMINT GROVE WA

An Unrequited Love
I wish my eyes hath never seen thy face
For golden summers lost to bitter falls,
Too long I yearned to feel your warm embrace
Now love’s cruel plague cannot escape these walls.
Through starless nights I hid from shadow’s clutch
So I could chase Apollo’s moonlit beams,
Yet when my hands reached out for silken touch
The light would vanish into woeful dreams.
‘Tis now I know that hearts cannot be swayed,
That yours will always lie with maidens fair,
If thou hadst gone and I had rightly stayed
Would withered hands remain fragile and bare?
No longer shall my love to yours confine,
For I must find a heart that longs for mine.

Judge’s Comment

Excellent use of the sonnet form, maintaining the metre and rhyme
pattern whilst exploring an unrequited love.
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India FURST, 15
Tarremah Steiner School
KINGSTON TAS

Alive I be
Obscure I may be, surrounded by cold
But simple things still are mine to enjoy
The warmth of the sun that shines just for me
the sweet sound of laughter, like music chimes
And joy, because I am fighting free
Perhaps just a plant, but alive I be

Judge’s Comment

Short and sweet, this little poem celebrates the wonder of life –
from the perspective of a plant. The joy of this offering leaves the
reader smiling.
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Olivia GALLIMORE, 16
Merewether High School
BROADMEADOW NSW

Icarus
Tell me the details
Icarus, darling
How it happened true
Of a scoured mythology you now carry
On a wingspan
That was more vulnerable than expected
– I know it too
How details rejected
And lost
In time
Are never revealed in the right way
Because they changed our stories
Fleetingly delicate
Were the glories of
Dreamed
Perfection
That were tangibly real
When we weren’t there to enjoy them
Instead
Disregarding warnings
For the bliss of ignorance
Brought just for
A while
But soar above it all, Icarus
– An ability I would have adored
Showing no concern for what it was that lay
Below
Funny, though
When greater heights
Can be reached
Through ignorance
And when ignorance leads to your downfall
– As it will me also, darling
Know you can recall
The heights they never could
But the eternal Sun now sneers spitefully
With the disruption it caused
My enemies pause, too
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Purely to grin
Purely waiting for
Our endless
Incorrect
Legend
To unfold forever more
Painting us in a light of insult
Of injury
Tell me, Icarus
How is it you recover from that?
But how can the outcomes be known?
Icarus, we know too well
Darling
When the lure of invincibility has flown
Revealing
A remorseless reality that
Melts
False
Securities
A contrast of situations
Still bringing about
Eerie
Similarities
Though I’ve always felt close to you, darling
Tell me, Icarus
How to make the most of the
Untimely
Descent

Judge’s Comment

Wonderful use of imagery of the tale of Icarus to reflect the
narrator’s own troubled journey and fall from glory. Very clever.
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Merry LI, 16
Presbyterian Ladies' College
PEPPERMINT GROVE WA

Heel-ball-toe
My grandmother, my mother’s mother,
used to live in a valley of a minefield
of knuckle-mound rice paddy hills between
the great wall of china and the greatest river in China.
When they laid my grandfather’s body into the wet earth,
a crisp collection of newspaper-thin limbs and a vermicelli beard,
my grandmother folded up her black armbands
with the powdery smell of burning paper
and she began walking, heel-ball-toe,
through the placenta-warm folds of mud in the fields.
We visited her in the summer of the new millennium,
a whitewashed apartment on the fifth floor
held up, it seemed, solely by bandages of white underwear
hanging on bamboo poles poking out from every window.
Huǒchái hé, they called them – matchboxes –
one family’s ceiling was another family’s floor.
In the nights my grandmother’s feet, with the rice seeds
and pond rushes still rooted between the toe-folds,
paced on hollow wooden floors, suspended between
downstairs’ soup bowls and upstairs’ dusty-air carpets.
Now, sometimes in my dreams, I see my neighbours,
the good people of these double-locked and double-checked streets,
converging one by one on the lawn beneath my window.
They climb down from their bed-nests of treated, carved
and varnished wooden frames, once undergrowth in an Indonesian
forest,
from where the termite’s eggs still sleep in the headboard.
They come in their most trusted pyjamas,
feet bare and clean from a day of mouse-typing and keyboardclicking,
feet smoother and paler than their foreheads,
for they are daily encased in tanned, stretched and beaten cow
hides
taken from the pastures of distant lands.
It is as if they are drawn to this square of half-dirt, half-grass
by a nameless feeling, an instinctive need to touch and sink
and know that underneath there is a lava-lamp sea of warm nickel
and iron.
Last night I joined them outside under the streetlamp stars,
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took off these wombs of protective woven cotton,
felt the earth creep under my toenails, between the dactyl folds,
amphibian webs evolved from our days under the sea.
I joined them there, and sunk deep
through the generations and the continents,
to the mud of my grandmother’s rice paddy hills.
Judge’s Comment

Creates a wonderful contrast between the two cultures and
landscapes of China and metropolitan Australia with the link
between the two the narrator.
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John MARTIN, 16
The Friends' School
NORTH HOBART TAS

Darkness Calling
I hear the clawing, clattering cawing, deep inside my basement,
yawning,
Fill my head with dangerous drawing, as though my mind it’s gently
sawing.
Sawing through my icy soul. Icy soul that is so cold.
Cold as ice and never thawing,
Never thawing ‘ere that door.
That door that creaks and crones, so calling; ever full of wonder
storing,
That endless pit of hapless pouring, pouring deep and always
scorning.
Scorning at my mind so young. For its hasty, silent tongue.
Oh my heart, it calls that awning,
Awning at the basement door.
And from my coldest bed I’m yawning, creep before the light comes
dawning.
Out the hall and gently pawing, under darkest ceiling soaring.
Soaring high above the cold, coldest depths of which I’m told.
Here it is, that dreaded flooring.
Flooring of the fated door.
Down the howling stairway, crawling; listen to the shadows
spawning.
Springing up inside my mourning mind of which there is no
dawning.
No respite from these whispered lies, or from chilling, darkest cries.
It likes me here inside this storing,
Beyond the heartless, coldest door.
And here at last I’m resting, bawling – whilst inside I’m gently
storming:
Storming at my feeble fawning, loving all the darkness calling.
For me it calls in deepest love – malicious like the One above.
And so into its arms I’m cawing,
And darkness falls behind the door.
So here at last the darkness sprawling feeds itself with hastened
clawing,
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Taking life in through its drawing, sucking up the sweetest
mourning.
Feasting darkness, shadows bring to hail the terrible, tragic thing.
Curiosity was my falling
Here behind His basement door.

Judge’s Comment

Clever use of rhyme, rhythm and repetition to draw the reader into
a nightmare-like world.
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Victoria WAY, 18
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

The Song of Her People
The Song of Her People
Her hands are imprinted
With the intricate maze
Of an ancient language.
The familiar pattern of swirls
Dancing upon her soft brown skin
An eloquent melody
Breathing subtle notes of security
Sombre sway of the Irrawaddy
Rich ochre seeping through her veins
Spices coursing through her lungs
Tracing with gentle fingertips
Does she realise
It is the song of her ancestors
Intrinsically bonded in her bones
Dancing in a sea of silk
The colours of the earth
The brilliance of the stars
Midnight clings to her skin
Constructed in a cement world
Young innocence
Has yet to understand
But still longs to decipher
To embrace
To sing
The song of her people.
Judge’s Comment

This beautiful poem takes us to Burma through the ochre patterns
of skin paintings or tattoos on the young girl's hand. Her yearning
connection with place and tradition is obvious. The device of the
etchings echoing the song of her people is carried through the poem
to excellent effect.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Secondary

Tristan FORRESTER, 14
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

THE ROCKET
Launching up ever so high
Can’t be seen by the naked eye
The theme of my anthology
Is the realm of astronomy.
Rocket leaving Earth for Space
To explore that marvellous, mysterious place
Along with intelligent minds
Is equipment, technology of all shapes and kinds.
Stars, planets, moons and the Sun
Are the reasons astronauts love to come
Orbiting in Space with zero ‘g’
Our rocket too, in harmony.
One day I hope to be
A master of astronomy
To be under the stars and stripes
And be part of NASA’s highlights.
Judge’s Comment

An enticing rhyming poem showing the poet's love of all things
astronomical.
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Lachlan BOLTON, 13
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

GOING FISHING
It all started when I woke up
My alarm clock...choking on a bone...again
Don’t tell me, it’s that glorious time of day Morning!
My house, as silent as a sleeping bear
As the sunrise peeks at me
Through the eye of the curtains threadbare.
But me? I have to go fishing.
My family depends on it.
Pitiful and heart-wrenching is my brother’s cry:
‘I’m hungry!’
I have to go fishing - you understand why!
Where will I go this morning?
I think to myself,
The Rock - the perfect place.
All I need is a reel and some bait
A hook, a line, a sinker
To my secret Rock - I will not hesitate.
I walk out of my house to the trail
Rocky with a few puddles here and there
As I walk down the trail
A minor screaming as a spider interrupts her sleep.
The lazy lizard scurrying along on top of the leaves
Barely touching them with his feet.
Along comes a joey bouncing high
Being chased by the ground’s shimmering heat
But that’s not all Then there’s the massive staircase leading to my
Secret Fishing Paradise.
The wooden stairs rotting from the rains Year after year after year.
How long will these stairs be thereTo carry me and all my gear.
Then I arrive at the rock platform.
My rock platform - as barren as a desert
Yet, just to be here, fills me with hope.
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The coal-black rocks standing sentinel
With my ‘Incredible Hulk’ rock staring at me.
But then the see-through water welcomes me.
‘My friends, I’m back - this is my space!
You are my allies - ‘Lure the fish for me.’
What marvellous friends you are - what a marvellous place!
As I walk onto the platform I realise the crevices
Filter the water for me, that brings the jewels The fish -more precious than gold As they will fill the demanding belly of my brother!
I look into the rock pool’s mirror - showing my expectant reflection.
The marine life finds a home within the arms of the welcoming coral
The blue-ringed octopus doing its poisonous duty‘Don’t touch it!’ - my father once told me long ago.
Danger amid the beauty!
Finally I reach my Secret Fishing Paradise.
The ‘Incredible Hulk’ keeps me dry from the
Surging ocean.
A mysterious hole in the rock leading toA Whole New World,
Under the Deep Blue SeaThat’s where the Life-Saving Fish are Those fish that will make my family hunger-free!
My father says I’m a hero
But I think I’m just part of the family!
Judge’s Comment

An absorbing tale of a fishing trip, filled with evocative images of
the seashore. I love the coal-black rocks and the blue-ringed
octopus doing its poisonous duty.
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Theophilus DIN, 13
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

COLD BLUE EYES
It all started when I woke up
Where am I? I asked myself.
I was in a forest filled with snow
That glittered around me.
I stood on my feet and began to wonder
Why am I here and how did I get here?
I felt cold in this chilly Winter blizzard,
My bones were aching,
My hands were shaking
And my teeth were chattering.
My tummy began to rumble
As I began to stumble towards civilisation.
I trudged slowly through the thick snow
Not sure where to go.
I heard a howl from a mile away
And I knew it was a wolf,
My head began to shrivel
And my knees began to tremble
Against the pale, white, snow.
I got back from my knees
And I ran towards a cliff and turned around,
Right behind me was the cold blue eyes
Of the fearless wolf.
Circling me the hungry wolf
Began to prowl,
The wolf leaps at me with great might,
Terrified of the sight, I closed my eyes.
Then I woke up,
It was just a terrifying nightmare,
Judge’s Comment

An exciting poem, with images which take the reader into the
frightening dream of the protagonist.
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Daniel FORTESCUE, 16
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Old Cars
Rusting cars are in a paddock.
Once loved and now forgotten.
Once driven and now hidden.
Holdens, Fords all the same.
Now left to rust in the rain
Judge’s Comment

A lovely little poem drawing a simple picture of a familiar rural
scene - old, abandoned cars.

Richard GRINDROD, 17
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Rusting in Peace
Rusting away
Always hidden
Never driven
Driven by ghosts of the past
Along highways
Dirt roads
Through the bush
Along the coast
Into the future
What a waste
To see them this way
Treasure these old creatures of the road
Because they are special
Judge’s Comment

A well crafted poem asking readers to stop and think about the
rusting cars such a familiar sight on country drives.
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Lauren JENKINS, 18
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

The World Is A Marvellous Place To Be
The birds are flapping their wings during the day
They rest in their nest of twigs, branches and cotton,
At night.
While the other birds are still flapping about
In the sunset.
They bathe themselves
In the gnarled knots of the tree.
The water splashes in the sunlight
And the rain comes and fills the hole.
The feathers float through the airEffortlessly.
The bird rises and falls in the breeze
Drying its wings as it floats.
They sing and they tweet happily
Amongst the garden beds
They look for a landing space
Amongst the fragrant flowers.
The sky is their palace
The night is their friend.
Sleep away feathered friend
The world is a marvellous place to be.
Judge’s Comment

A happy poem about the beauty of birds and the wonder of life.
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Connor MISHALOW, 14
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

OUR ONE WAY ROAD
Every life is a one way road,
We travel on this road continuously
Until we need to stop,
Pull over and think for a second on our path.
We will need to ask for directions,
We may turn to our left or to our right,
But at the end of every road is a destination.
We will pass people and we will pull over to help them,
Stopping us on our journey.
We will always do something on that road
Which will try and change our destination.
You may be tempted to change direction, pull over,
But stick to the road.
Follow that lonesome road to your destination.
Always make sure your wheels never stop turning.
Judge’s Comment

A thought provoking extended metaphor of life as a journey. The
last line leaves the reader smiling.
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Bradley ORCHARD, 15
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

The Splendid Ladybug
Aeroplanes are big and white
Like the clouds
As they descend the wheels come out
It lands... the propellers turn off...
All is silent.
A small red and black spotted ladybug
Moves on to the huge wheel
and watches the giant people leave the plane.
One lady has a red and black spotted coatDidn't I just see those colours?
The plane swoops its way across the tarmac
to its sleeping spot for the night.
One tired ladybug spreads her wings
And watches the 'ladybug coat'
Collect her luggage...
And go home.
Judge’s Comment

What a wonderful contrast this poem creates between the weary
ladybug and the lady traveller in her red and black coat.
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Jade SWADLING, 14
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

Summer Holiday
Early morning sun glowing bright
Gentle whispering wind swirls about
Morning shadows farewell the night
Waves crash over, over and over
My feet are tickled by the cool wet sand
A crab scurries sideways into his home
Seagulls swoop low and slowly land
I look forward to the days ahead
Mid afternoon at the beach again
So very different from the early morning
Waves rushing to shore like a roaring train
Sun white hot, burning, blinding
Surfers sit waiting, hoping, ready to go
Waves tower up behind,
This is it, anticipation starts to grow
Gliding on top of the wave, amazing
Red and yellow flags are coming down
The day is done, shadows fall
Sunburnt faces, white zinc, and a clown?
Tired, fun, can’t wait for tomorrow…
Judge’s Comment

A wonderful picture of the sights, sounds and experiences of a day
at the beach.
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Jaime WHITEMAN, 14
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

Sounds of Hell
The soft crunching of soil under foot slowly being drowned out by
the roar of the chopper
The bellow of the sergeant’s throaty laugh
echoing across this barren land
A loving voice from home
to make the days and night trickle by faster
The fear of mum or dad
Hearing the echoes of war
The loss of a mate
the crushing blow that follows
The click of a safety latch coming off
the defining boom that follows soon after
The bloodshed and tears
the only result of a war
not worth fighting for
Judge’s Comment

The technique of focusing on the sounds of war makes this a highly
effective look at the topic. The contrast of the sounds - laughter,
loving, booming and bellowing - is clever.
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Lower Primary
Kindergarten 3, 5
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

Puppets, Strings and Marvellous Things
Come on! Come on!
Let’s go! Let’s go!
Let’s all go and see
The Great Puppet Show.
Lights on the stage,
Curtains open wideSee all the puppets
Dancing inside.
All sorts of animals,
Little girls and boysAn amazing parade
Of dancing wooden toys.
There’s one special puppetA boy with no strings!
Have you ever seen
Such a marvellous thing?
He sings, jumps and dances,
And has a long wooden nose.
Do you know his name?
It’s Pinocchio!
Judge’s Comment

And exciting poem full of imagery and a wonderful surprise ending.
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Stephanie BRYANT, 8
Dromana primary School
DROMANA VIC

Happiness
Happiness is the colour pink.
It tastes like sticky date pudding.
lt smells like roses.
lt looks like chocolate.
It sounds like birds.
It feels like kittens.
Judge’s Comment

Rich with imagery. Delicious!

Phoenix BROWN, 7
Dromana primary School
DROMANA VIC

Anger
Anger is red.
It tastes like fire and
smells like getting hurt.
It looks like fire coming out of a dragon
and sounds like roaring.
Anger feels like hot water.

Judge’s Comment

Great use of simile and imagery.
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Mikayla BROWNE, 8
St Michael's Collegiate School
HOBART TAS

LOGGERHEAD'S LIFE
Drifting through the big blue sea
comes a mysterious thing.
Water drips from its mouth,
down to the bottom of the sea.
I come from the bottom of the sea
where it is pitch black.
My purple eye shines like a flashlight,
my yellow skin is spotted and scaly.
His head is curved round like the world
and his rough skin is like brown boxes
on the hard ground.
He swims so smooth, so silent.
My eye is curved like an old snail shell
and it is like brown spotted tiles,
my fins are a fraying blanket,
yellow and hard like the wall.

Judge’s Comment

A poem from two perspectives. Each equally observant. Lovely
imagery evoking life under the waves.
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Alison COOK, 8
Pymble Ladies' College Junior School
PYMBLE NSW

The Endeavour
The Endeavour flew through the open sea,
Its masts stood tall like soldiers marching into battle,
As it glided soundlessly to land,
Whispering and calling,
It shuddered and bounced on the playful waves,
It creaked and moaned endlessly,
As its anchor disappeared into the depths below,
She heaved again,
As the anchor came flailing back over board,
With a shudder she turned back to the open sea,
She sped away from the shore,
As if she was made to race.
Carving through the sea,
Like a razor sharp knife,
With the wind filling her sails,
Heading for the great southern land.

Judge’s Comment

Lovely use of verbs in this poem; 'carving through the sea,' the
boat, 'creaks and moans' and it 'shuddered and bounced'.
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Indi CRUDEN, 7
Sydney Distance Education Primary School
SURRY HILLS NSW

The little girl's first visit
You would never believe what I just
saw?
A beautiful girl come into our world.
She had long blonde hair and
beautiful blue eyes.
She swam straight to me.
My friends thought it was just another
mermaid
but I thought it was a real girl. She
had no friends.
She was very lonely so I let her into
my home.
She was so scared.
I helped her up to my fairy land and
gave her a hot chocolate.
She looked very cold so I went to my
room and got a blanket.
I was very sad that I had to leave her
to do my work under water.
I work in a shell, a really big clam
shell.
I thought she might like toys, so I
gave her a teddy bear, she loved it.
I gave her a bowl of fruit and a bowl
of chocolate.
When it was almost dark, she wanted to
go home back to her family but her
teddy was going to get wet.
I helped her back to her land, back to
the sand.
She said bye and I said bye and I
dived back into the water and swam
away with my friends.
It makes me very sad when I think of
her.
Judge’s Comment

A mermaid wrote this poem - how wonderful! A very original idea to
write the poem from a mermaid's perspective.
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Redford DURAD, 6
Fitzroy Community School
NORTH FITZROY VIC

The Falcons
The falcon is flying
In the night sky
Hunting for prey
Sharp claws ready
Eyes catch a glimpse
Of a small creature
Running on the ground.
The falcon swoops
Sharp claws dig into its heart.
The falcon rises and flies to its home.
Judge’s Comment

This poem is written in present tense giving the reader a sense of
involvement and suspense. Observation and sequence play
important roles in this poem.

Elliot FAHD, 8
Redeemer Baptist School
North Parramatta NSW

THE PELICAN
Pelicans are the best fishermen
And they don’t even have a hook.
They dive into the deep blue water
Their giant beak open wide,
The silly fish swim right inside.
Judge’s Comment

Observant, rhythmic and gently humorous.
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Guinevere FISHER, 8
Able Education Australia College
EASTWOOD NSW

The sounds of all the world in my class
In my class there is all the world
inside each of my friends
I can travel to
Portugal
South Africa
Italy
India
Scotland
Russian
American
Korean
and a thousand more
I can travel the world
just by closing my eyes
and hearing all the voices of my friends
I love the sounds of the world
like a beautiful symphony of Australian instruments
Judge’s Comment

A tribute to multiculturalism from a child's perspective. The idea is
simply but eloquently expressed. This poem itself is a symphony
captured in words.
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Jude FISHER, 6
Hilder Road State School
THE GAP QLD

Countryside West
Red moon floats above red sand
no living plants
shadows bounce
rocky ground cracks- so dry
Judge’s Comment

Spare, simple and splendid. A picture perfectly captured in words.

Mia FORBES, 7
Dromana Primary School
DROMANA VIC

Anger
Anger is red.
It tastes like vinegar and chillies.
It looks like a lion and
It sounds like thunder.
Anger feels like fire.
Judge’s Comment

A vibrant poem which stimulates all the senses.
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Holly GRAINGER, 9
St Michael's Collegiate School
HOBART TAS

Two Visions of a Cloud
When I fall through
the cloud, the soft, dainty
cloud, I breathe and taste
fairy floss.
When I am the cloud, a seagull
flies past me, with its wing,
it rips my centre and both
shapes turn into hearts.
When I touch the big
ball of fluff, it feels
like a million cotton balls
rolled up in one.
I see the children playing,
and the flowers swaying
and I smell petrol
and the children's chocolate ice cream.
When the wind blows me,
I feel so free like a big stripy bee.
I feel alive.
Judge’s Comment

Beautiful imagery and lovely way of looking at things differently.
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Dominic HALEY, 8
Binda Public School
BINDA NSW

Truck Wheels
I like the treads of trucks;
Thick zig zags,
Skinny triangles,
Thick circles,
Thin scrolls.
I like the sound
as the tyres squish and slide
on a wet road
and scream to a stop.
Judge’s Comment

This short poem makes excellent use of alliteration. I particularly
enjoyed the way the poet has used geometric shapes to describe
the patterned tyre treads.

Lara HALLAM, 8
Stella Maris
SHELLHARBOUR NSW

Stars
The centre of the Milky Way
Pointing in our direction
like sharp yellow arrows
You make a wonderful constellation
quietly twirling in the sky
Twinkling brightly
like golden balls of gas
You’re pearls, sitting silently
Judge’s Comment

Beautiful imagery and imaginative use of simile.
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Jack JENKINS, 8
Our Lady Help Of Christians
ELTHAM VIC

In the Jungle
In
In
In
In
In

the
the
the
the
the

jungle,
jungle,
jungle,
jungle,
jungle,

I
I
I
I
I

see a snake.
smell a trap.
feel a net.
hear a man coming towards me.
taste freedom.

Judge’s Comment

A poem that involve all the senses. Written in present tense and
first person, it draws the reader in to the danger and excitement.

Tyson NEILL, 7
Farrell Flat Primary School
FARRELL FLAT SA

Echidna
An
An
An
An
An
An

echidna
echidna
echidna
echidna
echidna
echidna

is
is
is
is
is
is

a
a
a
a
a
a

toothbrush sitting in my mouth
writing quill waiting in an ink pot
pin cushion in my mum’s sewing basket
cactus plant in the hot dry desert
hard hairbrush lying on the cupboard
shaggy nail brush waiting to be used.

Judge’s Comment

A highly imaginative use of metaphor.
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Robert MCKINNON, 9
Maitland Christian School
EAST MAITLAND NSW

Sorido
On the mountain a long time ago,
The badger setts began to grow.
One ghostly day in the fog,
A badger cub was born on a bog
Oh sorido, sorido little badger cub.
One day the badger cub was running like this and that
When he saw a bloodthirsty Lynx cat!
He ran and in the pool he dived,
The badger set was eaten alive!
Oh sorido, sorido little badger cub.
He felt so bad and began to doubt,
He cried and cried and ran about.
Then he saw a hunter,
Whose spear was getting blunter.
Oh sorido, sorido little badger cub.
A moose was standing nearby,
But the hunter wanted him to die.
The badger cub wanted to save the moose,
From the hunter’s deadly noose.
Oh sorido, sorido little badger cub.
Badger cub dived for the spear,
He trembled with horrible fear.
He stabbed the hunter in the hand.
He looked like he was in command
Oh sorido, sorido little badger cub.
It was the moose he had saved.
The hunter wasn’t very brave.
The badger cub got blown away,
Maybe we’ll see him another day.
Oh sorido, sorido little badger cub.
Judge’s Comment

This is a haunting ballad. The repeated final line of each stanza
reinforces its musicality. The poet, in naming the badger cub, has
endeared it to the reader.
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Holly NEWPORT, 8
Curl Curl North Public School
NORTH CURL CURL NSW

Rain
Rain skydives from the clouds
It pats your head as if you were sad
It touches you with its cold hands
As if it had been on holiday to the snow for the weekend.
Judge’s Comment

By personifying the rain (giving it hands) the poet has made this
poem extremely interesting. I love the way the rain 'pats my head'
and 'touches (me) with its cold hands' and particularly enjoyed the
poet's use of the verb 'skydive'.

Cerys SABINE, 8
Sydney Distance Education Primary School
SURRY HILLS NSW

Marvellous Things - The iPhone
The iPhone
lets me face-time my nan and pop
even when I'm at a bus stop
The iPhone
lets me play music to dance
even when I'm in my underpants
The iPhone
is a camera in my hand
to photograph me at Disneyland
The iPhone
is a book I can take anywhere
even to read in the dentists chair
Judge’s Comment

Even if technology is not 'your thing', you won't be able to help
smiling at this clever poem about an iPhone. Great rhyme and
rhythm, wonderful imagination.
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Madison SIMSON, 8
Gunnedah South Public School
GUNNEDAH NSW

My Puppy
She has a white stripe down her nose, she's
afraid of the dust, the dirt, the hose.
She is the smallest of them all.
She thinks the cats are very tall.
She is black and white and snuggles up tight.
My marvellous puppy is such a delight.

Judge’s Comment

Rhyme, rhythm and imagery are all used well in this poem.

Juliet STEPHENS, 4
Sydney Distance Education Primary School
SURRY HILLS NSW

***
Koala grey and furry
Come down from that tree
Koala grey and furry
Come and play with me!
You will share your gum leaves
And I will share my tea!

Judge’s Comment

Lovely use of rhyme, rhythm and imagery.
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Evan TAYLOR, 6
Sydney Distance Education Primary School
SURRY HILLS NSW

Chourico
I used to love it
and now I
don't
they make it with
intestines
they put fat in for
flavour
but now
I know
Judge’s Comment

A very understated poem with a touch of dark humour.

Keesha THOMPSON, 10
Gunnedah South Public School
GUNNEDAH NSW

Fishing
Blue and Salty
In the cool water
Amongst the yellow sun
Colourful and bright everyday.
Judge’s Comment

Lovely imagery used in this simple poem.
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Anna TIONG, 6
Winthrop Primary School
WINTHROP WA

STORM
Last night Storm came
to my house.
He found some light bulbs.
And Storm switched
the light bulbs on and off.
I hid under the blanket.
Judge’s Comment

Storm has been made a character in this charming poem. He does
mischievous things while the young poet hides under the blankets.

Jessica WELCH, 6
Hilder Road State School
THE GAP QLD

Jessica's Poem
Red sand on canyons
sand going forever
red rock temples
bouncing kangaroo shadows
giant cracking ground
rippling tree stumps
skittering lizards
Olga's look like ant homes
Beautiful brown rock
moonlight glows on the river
crinkly sand
bush fires burn
gallopin horse
snake moving sideways
birds flying across the sunset
Judge’s Comment

Beautiful imagery and in particular the line, 'red rock temples'.
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Owen WONG, 8
Chatswood Public School
CHATSWOOD NSW

The waves
the waves
are big mouths
that try to gobble up
surfers that ride them.
the mouths
speed furiously
to catch their prey
nothing stops
these fierce hunters.

Judge’s Comment

A poem in the shape of a wave - a poem about a wave. Good use of
metaphor.
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Lauren YIM, 8
Citipointe Christian College
CARINDALE QLD

Butterflies
I'm looking at a butterfly
with blue and yellow wings.
I wonder where, I wonder where
You get these marvellous things.
They start off as a caterpillar
and as the weeks fly by,
it spins a cocoon around itself
and out comes a butterfly!
They're like a tiny fantasy
keeping Earth alive,
spreading pollen and little seeds,
Helping the world survive.

Judge’s Comment

A nature lesson cocooned in a poem. I particularly enjoyed the first
line of the final stanza - which likens a butterfly to tiny fantasy.
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Upper Primary

Amy ALEXANDER, 11
Balcatta SHS - PEAC North Metropolitan
BELDON WA

The Garden
A soft summer breeze,
Breathing through the trees,
Tread lightly through the garden,
On the soft mossy ground,
See the dew, diamonds in a sea of green,
A spider climbing its silky web,
A rainbow coloured beetle,
The mist of your own breath,
A bird's clear call.
Then pick the fruit laden in the trees,
Lay them in your basket,
Turn,
And run laughing,
Back to the safety of your home.

Judge’s Comment

Reading this poem is like taking a walk in a garden made real by
the poet. The final three lines leave the reader breathless delight at
the wonderful imagery that has gone before.
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Alison FLEMING, 11
Malak Primary School
MALAK NT

Fly my mighty albatross
Fly far my mighty albatross;
Take me out to sea,
Take me from the ordinary,
And fly away with me.
Show me heated deserts,
The pastel coloured sand,
I want to see the sunlit skies;
To run on ochre land.
I want to swim in gorges;
The dams and the river beds,
Show me the gushing waterfalls;
After rains passed overhead.
To smell the salty breeze,
Hear the wave's pound out to sea,
And hear the birds that sing,
And roam the country free.
I want to wander through the forests,
To see branches; thick and thin.
Scattered raindrops all around us,
Leaves rustling in the wind.
Let me hear the singing wind,
Show me overcast skies,
Swollen clouds of thunder,
Brewing way up high.
I want to dance in fields of flowers;
Grass swaying in the breeze,
Take me to the sunsets,
That silhouettes the trees.
Fly me to the tree tops,
An eye-sight of a bird,
A sight of such magnificence;
A view to grand for words.
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Darkened sky above,
The light from only the moon,
Stars are lit like fireflies,
Bright and bold in bloom.
Shooting stars rule the night,
In a heartbeat; stars shot past,
Rare for eyes to catch a glimpse,
Just gone in a fiery flash; so fast.
When night returns to morning;
Grass dappled in morning dew,
That makes a reflection from the clouds,
And sky that's painted blue.
Fly far mighty albatross! You've got so much to see!
I hope one day that you'll come back,
And make true this dream for me.

Judge’s Comment

A bird's eye view of the world told with excellent use of rhyme and
rhythm and measured use of alliteration.
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Liv HANDFIELD, 10
Clifton Hill Primary School
CLIFTON HILL VIC

Spiderwebs and Dewdrops
Spiderwebs
And dewdrops
Glistening as she glides
Through the woods.
The wind sings for her
The sun woos her
The moon protects her
The stars wink at her,
Sharing a secret
Only they know
In the night.
The trees whisper to her
The water laughs with her
Flowers grow in her footsteps
And plants flourish in her midst.
Spider webs
And dewdrops
Are of what her gown is made.
Who is she,
A pixie,
The faery of the glade.

Judge’s Comment

Wonderful imagery. I particularly enjoyed the second stanza. The
words reveal just enough to tantalize - to make us wonder and to
read on. A magical poem.
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Janish HETTIGAMA, 12
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

LIGHTHOUSE
My hero
My phosphorescent,
My stronghold,
He is the one that guides me home.
A soldier,
A rock,
A bulwark,
He will protect me from all water dangers.
Has a high stature,
An older brother to all,
Stands his ground,
The iniquity of darkness cannot comprehend this light.
Lighthouse!

Judge’s Comment

This metaphorical poem is slightly reminiscent of a hymn or prayer.
Wonderful imagery.
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Zara HART, 10
St Luke's Primary School
REVESBY NSW

Off, On A Boat To Australia
I stole some fruit
So they called me a brute
Now I’m off, on a boat to Australia
I took it to feed
My loved ones in need
Now I'm off, on a boat to Australia
My kids are sad
Because I was bad
Now I’m off, on a boat to Australia
My wife gave me her glove
TO remember her love
Now I'm off, on a boat to Australia
The soldiers were rough
But I wasn't very tough
Now I'm off, on a boat to Australia
10 lashes were belted
My back was' welted
Now I'm off, on a boat to Australia
I was on the Alexander
But it was no great gander
Now I'm off, on a boat to Australia
Everyone was sick
The scurvy was thick
Now I’m off, on a boat to Australia
There was no room
I’d rather be in a tomb
Now I’m off, on a boat to Australia
There were lots of Flies
Where the dead person lies
Now I’m off, on a boat to Australia
When will it end
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I’m going around the bend
Now I’m off, on a boat to Australia
8 months without cheer
Now we're finally here
My new life, in the land of Australia
Judge’s Comment

A rollicking rhyme - that tells us much about our past. A humorous
poem with a sober side to it.

Wanda KUAI, 11
Leumeah Public
LEUMEAH NSW

Icarus
Icarus flew.
Over the Cretan sea,
Below the azure sky,
Waxen wings bore him up.
Helios drove his golden chariot above.
A flood of hot ambition bore Icarus up
To challenge for the mastery of the sun,
And the worship of earth bound creatures.
Battle raged.
The fiery arrows of Helios melted waxen wings,
Icarus fell into Helios reigned supreme,
Men cannot challenge gods.

Judge’s Comment

A poetic retelling of the mythical story of Icarus and Helios.
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Eleanor HICKEY, 12
Loreto Kirribilli
SYDNEY NSW

The Experiment
He hunches down inside his lab
Working on his prize
He wants to know that it is done
Before the dawn sunrise
He looks a mess - he's tired out
He hasn't slept in days
The creature entered in his head
And left him in a daze
The grand old vacuum cleaner used
To rumble through the hall
Now it sits inside the lab
Encased in a glass ball
The lightbulb was our pride and joy
The largest in the town
Now that it makes the creatures head
We're sure it'll be renowned
Carefully he cuts the wings
He knows he has to try
He wires them with electric links
To make sure it can fly
He rummages in the craft box
Extracting stick-on eyes
The wire that suspends the head
Attracts the dirty flies
He adds a brain and a fragment of knowledge
Fits it with a fold
It doesn't know how to do much
Just to do as it's told
He collapses on the couch
"It's done! It can't be true!"
His robot's looking fantastic
It's amazing what it can do
The cleaner's cleaning once again
When it's done it'll make a ding
The head illuminates the room
It's a weird but marvelous thing
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Judge’s Comment

The reader is reminded of Frankenstein when reading this clever
and humorous poem. Wonderful imagery.

Oliver LANGFORD, 11
Albury West Public Scholl
ALBURY NSW

The First Night
The swish of the wind as it blows through the window,
The crackle of the fire as it starts to die down,
The final conversation of the adults good and gone,
This is the first night in the old farm house.
The bang of wood hitting the floor as someone starts to relight the
fire,
The creak of the fire door as it is slowly opened,
The clank of the fire door as it is carefully closed,
This is the first night in the old farm house.
The chime of the clock as it strikes midnight,
The croak of the frogs outside in the water tank,
The moo of the sleepy cows in the seemingly endless paddocks,
This is the first night in the old farm house.
The whisper of the breeze as eyes are being closed,
The sudden darkness as all the lights turn off,
The snoring all around as everyone goes to sleep,
This is the first night in the old farm house.
The glinting ray of the sunlight sidling in through the crack in the
curtain,
The chitty-chitty of the tractor outside as the days work starts,
The clink of cutlery as breakfast is served,
This is the first morning in the old farm house.
Judge’s Comment

An acutely observed, atmospheric poem. Excellent use of
onomatopoeia and vivid imagery. The reader relaxes only in the
final stanza.
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Ashley MCCANN, 11
Dardanup Primary School
DARDANUP WA

Wheels and Wings and Marvellous Things
How did he, the Sumerian man,
Imagine an invention like this?
One with no sides, no corners
An invention so simple, so great
The wheel was his to create
It was his to imagine
If he were here, right now,
How much joy would he feel?
His creation everywhere,
Those years of work
Those years of perseverance
But not all has been paid of
Life is so much easier
But problems have occurred
Death is caused by metal beasts
So would he be so proud?
And how did he, the great Da Vinci
Imagine humans with wings?
Riding on the wind
Soaring through the cloud
His mind ticked and imagined
He could see what others could not
And here in the future, it's not so silly,
But would be impressed?
His idea, from his playful mind
Is no longer thought of as his own
But the Wright Brothers invention
Perhaps this is a fine thing
Now Da Vinci shall not be blamed
For the explosions and the wars
The wings have killed, in suicide missions
Could he possibly be pleased?
Or how did he, Alexander Bell,
Imagine us talking with miles between?
Speaking into a machine .
And hearing a voice come out
His eyes closed and there it was
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The marvellous telephone
So off he went with wires and cogs
"Mr Watson, come here,” he says to his machine
Shocked that he was
That his invention worked,
Would he be impressed?
Now gone digital, it is not the same
The disconnection children get
From the world they have around them
No longer do they use their voice
Would Bell really be content?
What about he, Thomas Edison?
Who invented modern light?
We use it to our heart's content
But a little too much?
The light bulb is no longer new
It is found in every home
In every room as well
It's brighter than before
Thomas Edison, the great inventor
Would surely be impressed
With his brilliant creation
That is used by even the poor?
Yet, would he really be impressed
We have so many electricity plants
Their fumes thicken the air
Would he really be so touched?
Imagination may have caused these things
But you cannot learn without mistakes
The solution to not moving forward
Is letting your imagination run wild
Because these wheels, these wings,
The marvellous things,
They all come with a price
But weren't they worth it?
Judge’s Comment
An excellent interpretation of this year's theme. This interesting poem
traces wheels and wings and marvellous things back to their inventors and
supposes how they might react if they could see what has developed from
them.
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Eliza MOORE, 11
Pymble Ladies' College Junior School
PYMBLE NSW

LIFE BENEATH THE PAGES
The pages of an old book
Delicate little things
The aged and dusty paper
The life beneath them sings
How fragile the binding
How beautiful the words
A book of life and loving
Of bears and lions and birds
The people there are real
Just brought alive by ink
The world of words is clever
It can really make you think
Moonchildren dance in sunlight
Fairies sleep in day
Knights in shining armour
Can always find a way
The meadows there are magic
The woods are green and light
There's fire in the village
Glistening and bright
There are jugglers, musicians
There are dancers there as well
Will the pages rot away
Only time can tell
The life beneath the pages
Of an old and gorgeous book
Can attract someone's attention
And make them stop and look.
Judge’s Comment

This poem rolls off the tongue with ease due to the poet's excellent
sense of rhythm and rhyme. The content takes us to another place
which is surely what the poet intended.
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Erin MORGAN, 11
Roselea Public School
CARLINGFORD NSW

Moon Watcher
Wheels & wings & marvellous things
Not one can compare to the moon.
It's been many a year
Since Hermes could hear
Artemis singing his tune.
What happened to the days
When our eyes would glaze
As we stared at the moon
And said a prayer?
For Artemis is angry & understandably
As she is dimmed by light & all but forgot.
The moon is a mirror
Shining bright
Reflecting light in the sky.
She sails from the ground,
Gets howled at by a hound
And returns, again, to the mound.
But once overhead
She cannot, instead,
Turn back & return to her bed.
For Apollo's on her tail
And will not leave off her trail
Until Artemis can no more tell her tale.
But the cycle never ends
So Artemis can show her trends
As Apollo bides his time & waits for day.
And next time there's an eclipse
You'll know that Arty's met her lover
And the red is the red of her soft, cool, ruby lips...
Judge’s Comment

Even if the reader is not familiar with the gods and mortals of Greek
mythology, this clever, rhythmic poem is one to be enjoyed. Lovely
imagery.
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Tippipon MORGAN, 9
The Essington School Darwin
NIGHTCLIFF NT

Darwin I Love Most
Delightful music from people that know
About all the billabongs and crocodiles that show
Right when the picturesque sunset comes down
With colours of pink and orange surround
In Darwin you find places you never thought you could
Near old shops where people look and buy sacred indigenous wood
It will always be helpful if you bring a basket
Leave your friends and go to the Mindil Beach Market
On top of a ponderous rock a crocodile might appear
Very palatable to the indigenous who hunt them with a spear
Everyone gathers round to listen to the bewildering didgeridoo
Magic in the air makes everyone feel brand new
On a humid monsoonal night flashes of lightning
Storms roll in thunder vibrating, always frightening
There is no place like home; there is no place like Darwin

Judge’s Comment

This is a splendid example of acrostic poetry. The poet ably uses
rhythm, rhyme and rich imagery to proudly describe the wonders of
the place she clearly loves - Darwin.
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PHILIPPA NEWMAN, 10
YIDARRA CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL
BATEMAN WA

OUR BOATING TRIP
I am by the riverside
With my father,
The evening sky,
Yellow, orange
The water
Reflecting the oily city, full of dirt and people.
But we are by the riverside,
Where the air is cool and sweet.
I watch the open sky,
As we set sail,
Smoothly gliding
Across the waves.
Judge’s Comment

This poem clearly describes two perceptions of the same river. Is it
a poem about choices? What makes the difference in what we see
and feel? Each reader will draw their own conclusion. This one
believes it is the presence of the poet's father. Simply and
beautifully written. A poem to ponder over.
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Jordan O'BRIEN, 9
The Essington School Darwin
NIGHTCLIFF NT

Mindil Beach
The sun is setting at Mindil Beach,
The Barras jump, the seagulls screech.
The sunset colours spread across the sky,
Hermit Crabs scuttle, Mud Skippers slip by.
The Aboriginal’s play their Didgeridoo’s,
The music is eerie, telling stories old and new.
The smell of food wafts through the air,
Smoothies, Spring rolls, so much to share.
The sun is gone, the air is dry,
The market grows quiet, as I whisper "Goodbye".
Judge’s Comment

A poem full of sights and smells and sounds. Wonderful imagery.
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Calvin POOL, 11
Lloyd Street Primary School
MALVERN EAST VIC

Bill Herman
Bill Herman can do
Forty-five times sixty-two
And he knows the names
Of all the big planes
His friends aren't as bright
And they say he might
Grow up to be a scientist
Or an astronaut. Or a Botanist
But Bill can't stand flowers
Or sitting, researching for hours
He would rather grow up,
Living with a pup
To be a jolly good father
That he'd much rather

Judge’s Comment

I like Bill Herman. This lighthearted poem makes me like him. Great
rhyme and rhythm and unusual topic make this a poem to enjoy.
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Satvika PURI, 12
Armidale City Public School
ARMIDALE NSW

The Mob
The light on the red horizon
Under the trees
Is the camp
They sit near the fire
Listening to the stories of ancestor spirits
Voices singing
Smelling wood
Seeing night embers
The mob is family
Nobody is forgotten
Past and present
They’re safe from anger and hate
Away from government
Close to dreaming
Judge’s Comment
The poet casts a powerful spell of imagery over the reader who sees,
feels, hears and smells all that is written in this poem. Wonderful.

Morgan WOODS, 11
Armidale City Public School
ARMIDALE NSW

Losing Hope
Nobody watching camp sleep
Dawn sleeping
Birds sing
Morning awakes the Big Man
Nobody knew anything
Dogs began to bark
Too late
Big Man standing over Liyan
Sees the boy’s skin
Not colour of evening
But like earth in early sunrise.
Judge’s Comment
A poem full of suspense and impending danger. Glorious, vivid imagery. A
powerful poem that lingers on the reader's mind.
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Christine ROBSON, 10
The Essington School Darwin
NIGHTCLIFF NT

I LOVE DARWIN
Indigenous people that hunt on sacred ground,
Looking for food in their natural surrounds.
Old, ancient paintings that you will see,
Varieties of stories found on rocks and trees.
Every sunset with colours that are warm,
Down by the beach where mosquitoes swarm.
And tranquil billabongs that you will stumble across,
Right under your eyes, jumps a hungry, large Croc!
When you camp the night at Litchfield Park,
In your tent you’ll hear Dingoes rustle and bark.
Nothing is better than living in the N.T!!
Judge’s Comment

A very good example of an acrostic poem. The poet tells a story.
Lovely imagery.
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Robert TEOH, 11
St Anthony's Catholic Primary School
MARSFIELD NSW

Propelling Our People
The rotors of our city,
The heart of movement
Brings us to our first stanza.
Wheels are a marvellous thing
They transport travellers
Pushing them across the roads
Pulling them in cars and buses.
Thrusting trains over tracks,
The world of wonderful wheels expands
As these silver snakes roar over the rails
Forced to move by nothing but wheels.
Flying over the course carefully,
Comes the race car over the bend
It clears the corner
And remember, wheels is why it whizzes.
The topic of flying brings
Us to the days of creation’s crafting
Takes us, to the idea of wings.
With wings comes
The wonder of flight.
Birds of beautiful feathers
Soaring skyward, scaling the obstacles of the seven seas.
Mighty eagles fly sky high
Picking prey in the forest
Swooping down to swipe the mouse of his choice
To devour his dinner.
The jets achieve altitudes unreachable
Leaving lines of silver smoke
Taking to the air
Assisted, only by its wide wings.
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Wheels and wings
Moving mankind
Propelling all from people to petrels.
These are, truly, marvellous things.
Judge’s Comment

An interesting exploration of this year's theme. Good use of
alliteration and imagery and contrast between the natural and the
man-made world.

Rhys SMITH, 11
Crestwood Public School
BAULKHAM HILLS NSW

Sweet Mother
I
I
I
I
I

am past,
wonder how you are, my sweet child,
hear your laughter and taunting cry,
want you back in my arms.
am past.

I
I
I
I
I

pretend you’re up here with me,
feel your joy and pain,
touch your heart with the love of my own,
worry about you, child,
am past.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand your troubles,
say I’ll always love you child,
dream of loving you,
try to find you child,
hope you will forgive me,
am past.

Judge’s Comment

A touching poem about a mother's love. Poignant and yet
comforting.
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Rose THORPE, 12
Central Coast Rudolf Steiner School
OURIMBAH NSW

Hope
I am as old as the weathered rocks
that line the sea shore,
I am as old as the craggy cliffs
that line the land,
I am as old as the oak that
stretches to the sky,
And old bent roots that
shape the land
with weariness,
I am as old as the monks
that are scattered across
the land among Gods creations,
I am as old as the mountains
that lie beneath their feet
and build the earth
and shape the world,
For I am ever living,
I live in each and every
one of you,
I burn like embers,
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I am hope.

Judge’s Comment

A wonderful poem, puzzle, mystery. The poet has done well to keep
the answer to this riddle until the final line.

Millie WOODING, 11
Ashbury Primary School
ASHBURY NSW

Anger
Anger is like a boiling kettle
You’re going to explode
Like a volcano
No respect
Burdened with doubt and revenge
Blackened like burning toast
You twitch to punch
Rip, Run
to overturn the table of happiness

Judge’s Comment

Great use of similes throughout the poem. I particularly enjoy the
word use in the final three lines - ' twitch to punch' makes my fists
curl. 'Rip' and 'run' need no decoration, no explanation - dangerous
words that make me feel the burning fuse of anger. And the final
line, a powerful metaphor, paints a word picture in my head. I feel
every line of this poem. Well done.
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Emma WALLING, 11
St Dominic's Primary School
CAMBERWELL EAST VIC

MY BOX
I cannot see out, just as you cannot see in,
My life is ruled by knowledge, truth and fact,
I do not live or laugh,
For I live in but a box, a box of fact.
The mountains and beaches around me, are said to be home to
witches and wizards,
All of the children around me, try to coax them out of hiding,
But I do not see,
For I live in but a box, a box of truth.
People laugh in glee about the magic of a wheel spinning round and
round,
But I know no such magic, its physics, it’s true,
I do not see the wonder and joy,
For I live in but a box, a box of method.
I do not believe in the big man in red, nor the fairy that takes your
tooth,
There is no such thing as the Easter bunny, it is make-believe, not
true,
No, I do not believe in these fantasies,
For I live in but a box, a box of disbelief.
I do not see the wheels and wings and wonderful things of the
world,
I do not see the joy of colour and new life,
I do not feel the way you feel,
For I live in but a box, a box of proof.
Though my box may seem right, it lacks one major thing,
knowledge,
Not the factual kind, the knowledge of laughter and glee,
The warmth of family and friends,
But alas, I live in but a box, a box of only fact.
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For, though I have the greatest knowledge on earth,
I never stopped to watch the flowers bloom, listen to the world,
To experience its colour and joy,
So I pray that this doesn’t happen to you, for now I am trapped in a
box.
Judge’s Comment

This poem has the reader view things from a different perspective.
Each stanza is linked to the other by a similar refrain. Clever, wise
and very sad.
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Jenny WEI, 11
Artarmon Public
ARTARMON NSW

Carousel for Angels
The old machinery churned
As the rusty cogs turned
The moonlight wafted away
As the stroke of midnight was heard
The melancholy music enveloped the air
As silent screams faded
And the footsteps of angels
Landed upon the earth
Scars and bruises marred their bodies
Cuts and tears stained their hearts
Gifts given by their parents
Killing them both inside and out
Their whimpers unheard
Their cries neglected
Their screams only noticed
When all was regretted
The children fluttered to the carousel
Going around and around
Teaching them how to smile
Reminding them of laughter
The carousel slows down
As the music blends into the night
The children smile once more
Disappearing as the ride comes to a stop
Their wings carried them away
Far, far away
To a place where they are finally safe
To a place where happiness exists
The children fly to heaven
Passing their own graves
Remembering their life before
And cherish their escape
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The machinery stopped churning
As the cogs stopped turning
The moonlight wafted away
As the clock struck a moment
Judge’s Comment

The poet has used wonderful imagery. This poem is capable of
taking the reader to another place, of breaking hearts and then
healing them. It will linger long after the reading.
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Aletheia YOSAVIERA, 11
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

THE FLIGHT OF THE FALCONS
First, fledgling falcons form flight feathers for far flying.
Finally, falling from fir trees, falcons fly for the first time,
Feeding on frightened field mice and finding faithful friends,
They form a flock of forty falcons for flying in formation.
Fortnightly, these famished falcons find fish for food.
Faithfully feeding their folk, they find this fodder flavoursome.
Fortunately, falcons don’t have to fight flamingoes for their feral food,
Nor frogs who feast on feisty fireflies.
At first-light, the formation of falcons, fly far from their former families.
Through fruit-filled farms and fields of fragrant frangipanis,
The falcons fly further and further afar through fluffy, fading clouds, fog
and frost.
The falcons fly faster through flood and fire.
In February, the fleet of falcons fly from Finland to France,
From the Falklands to Fiji finding fun things;
Fancy food, fantastic fireworks, flamboyant festivals, fascinating films,
Flying frisbees and fabulous fashion.
Fractious things too these falcons find;
Favouritism, feminism, fascism and fundamentalism, fighting, fantasies
and free speech.
Flags flying fearfully from fortresses filled with financial fear.
These falcons are frustrated at the foolishness they’ve found.
Forthwith, the falcons fly on fearing that
Forgiveness and fellowship have been forgotten throughout the world.
Unlike their forefathers, this fleet of falcons failed to find these fervent
features
In far-flung forums.
Feeling fatigued, the falcons focused on their final flight-path .
Fixated on finding these fading faiths, they fly home to their familiar
forest,
Finally feeling forgiveness and fellowship with their friends and family in
their final days,
Finishing their ‘flight’ with a fine finale.
After flying, fluttering, flapping, fearing, forming, feeding and finding,
The falcons freeze and form fossils forever.
Judge’s Comment

A complex and clever alliterative poem.
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Tyler BASFORD, 12
Peter Moyes Anglican Community School
MINDARIE WA

Belsen Concentration Camp
I can hear,
the cracking of ice under the soldiers feet,
Crunching, creaking, collapsing,
The barbed wire fences squeaking in the wind,
Knowing that I will never be free.
I can smell,
the faint whiff of death in the air,
Alone, anxious, afraid,
The sweat dripping off my skin,
Knowing that I will never be free.
I can taste,
dust in my mouth as I have not eaten for days,
Terrible, terrified, tormented,
Fresh air floods into my mouth as I look outside,
Knowing that I will never be free.
I can feel,
My ribs through my shirt as I slowly waste away,
Perished, pathetic, petrified,
Waking up shivering to find another friend gone,
Knowing that I will never be free.
I can see,
Allied soldiers marching over the hills,
Heroic, hopeful, happy,
My eyes welled with tears of joy,
Knowing that I will always be free.

Judge’s Comment

Written in first person, this poem is charged with powerful imagery.
Alliteration is used but carefully measured so as not to detract from
the somber message. A poem of horror and of hope.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Primary
Anthony BOLTON, 11
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

MARVELLOUS THINGS WITH WINGS
When I was wittle I watched the sky,
And saw all the birds and planes fwy by,
I would watch so wong,
Till they were gone,
Marvellous fings — fings wif wings.
When I was turning the terrible two,
My daddy bought me a plane that was new,
I played all day,
Never put it away,
Marvellous fings — fings with wings.
When I was a lad my dad pleased me so,
With a remote control plane — WOW so high it did go,
I set new goals,
Holding the controls,
Marvellous things — things with wings.
When I was a man I joined the airforce,
I had to learn to fly each new course.
I passed the test,
My wings were the best,
Marvellous thing — to fly with wings.
Judge’s Comment

Anthony's witty and well-constructed poem takes the reader on a
lifelong journey, commencing with an infant's perspective, guiding
us through childhood and adolescence to maturity and allowing us
to see the changes of language, comprehension, dreams and goals.
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Daniel ARAS, 12
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

THE FEAR THAT ATTACKED
I’m creeping down ready to strike,
Can’t wait to strangle my victim,
Silently crawling bush to bush,
My eyes wide open ready to snatch my prey.
He is unaware of what is about to happen,
My assault is swift and silent,
Attacking with all my strength,
Claws grabbing and pulling his skin,
Powerfully pouncing to cover the victim.
He struggled on.
He fought hard.
He battled long.
His effort was not fruitless,
He tried his hardest,
He did not give up.
I am frustrated,
I could not make this chance last,
Horrified that I, Fear, could not destroy him,
Slowly, defeated, confused,
I slink away back to the bushes,
Waiting for another opportunity
To strike again.
Judge’s Comment

In a surprising and mature poem, the author very successfully
personifies fear and ultimately turns a potential victim into a hero.
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WHAT WOULD YOU SAY?
What if laughter could not heal?
What if Africa was a planet?
What if school was non-existent?
What if the world stopped?
What if Venus had aliens on it?
What if the sun was green?
What if poetry was not real?
What if the end of the world was 2014?
What if people read books all day?
Oh then, what, what would you say?
Judge’s Comment

With this poem, Daniel has shown a very good grasp of abstract
ideas. As all good poets do, he invites us to consider things from a
different perspective.

Amirreza GAROOSI, 8
Parramatta North Public School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

Dreaming Star
In the night, stars are around until morning.
The moon rises,
Shining lighter than before.
Soon the night becomes lighter
And it's morning.
I took a star one night.
You can't tell
Because there are still so many stars at night.
Judge’s Comment

Many poets have written about the moon and stars, but Amirreza
has made this poem unique in one very special respect. Every time
I look at the night sky now, I will be searching for the space left by
the stolen star!
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Kaan GULASI, 11
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

WHAT IF ....
What if the world was magic?
What if the world was flat as a box?
What if I could vanish instantly?
What if, what if ...?
What if video games came to life, with endless possibilities?
What if the colour of the sky was real?
And what if the moon was filled with blood?
What if blue, pink or even violet were the colours of the greenery
landscape?
What if the future was invaded by aliens?
What if the world ended in a blink of an eye?
What if, what if ...?
Judge’s Comment

Kaan teases us with his poem about the unknown. It invites us
consider possibilities and expands our imagination.

William HUYNH, 11
Our Lady Of The Rosary
KELLYVILLE NSW

Happy
It looks like yellow
It sounds like people cheering,
It Smells like McDonalds
It tastes like sweet chocolate cake,
It feels like going on a holiday.
Judge’s Comment

In this simple poem, by making use of all the senses, the poet lets
the reader know without a doubt exactly what the colour yellow
means to him.
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Amaya GUNATHILAKE, 9
Parramatta North Public School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

Autumn
Maple leaves coloured red, orange and brown
Come down,
One by one the leaves drop
And there is nothing that can make them stop.
It's getting cold
And not for long
The sun will be gold.
The mornings are misty
And the roads aren't dusty.
The trees sway all over the place
Because of the wind's rage.
The birds and butterflies I used to chase
Have gone far, far away.
Autumn is gloomy and lonely, everyday.
Can't wait till it fades away.
Judge’s Comment

This lovely poem paints a vivid word picture and leaves the reader
with a sense of sadness and loss at the changing seasons.

Mother
Your eyes twinkle like stars.
When you are not with me
I feel like I'm in Mars.
Your mouth glitters,
You rarely say things that are bitter.
Your love is like a wall.
To reach it, I need to be tall.
Thanks for your kindness
and love that's endless.
I love you like no other.
Judge’s Comment

This poem is a lovely and personal tribute. The line about Mars is an
excellent way of showing the reader the sense of isolation and
alienation experienced when being parted from a loved one.
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Markous TAWFIK, 9
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

PELICAN
A pelican is always thinking of food
Huge winds spread out wide
Soaring high in a graceful glide
Looking intently, eyes open wide
Suddenly diving to catch a meal
Keeping leftovers right in his creel
Safe till he’s in a food mood.
Judge’s Comment

With his poem Pelican, Markous give the reader a broad and
accurate description of the pelican and its habits, whilst his final line
puts a humorous, almost human trait, to this marvellous, winged
creature.
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Zohaib KHAN, 8
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

THERE ARE MANY MARVELLOUS MOVING THINGS
Can you hear?
Trucks zooming, zoom, zoom, zoom
Cars brooming, broom, broom, broom.
Helicopters whirring, whirr, whirr, whirr
Teachers talking, talk, talk, talk.
Can you see?
Cars stopping, stop, stop, stop
Wheels turning, turn, turn, turn
Planes flying, fly, fly, fly
Trucks smoking, smoke, smoke, smoke.
But the most marvellous moving thing is
the skywriter - flying up, up, up
to the clouds
writing, writing, writing
zooming, zooming, zooming
all at once.
Judge’s Comment

Like all good poets, Zohaib's reminds us to use our senses to
appreciate the familiar, but marvellous things we sometimes
overlook.
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John MAXWELL, 13
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

CRAZY INVENTIONS
Just starting
Wheels turning
Pulleys pulling
Springs pushing
Chairs lifting
Workers tying
Clocks ticking
Wool tearing
Gas smelling
Glue wafting
Hammers banging
Spanners tightening
Lights switching
Cogs linking
Paint splashing
Ropes breaking
All working.
Judge’s Comment

John has used a poet's ear and eye to paint a vivid picture of all the
tiny components required to make some awe inspiring creation.
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Junior Secondary
Eloise BALAZ, 13
Picton High School
PICTON NSW

English Sonnet
I fell in love with you at the first glance
So I caught your eye and over you walked
As you moved, lights and shadows did a dance
I said hello and for a while we talked
Bare feet on grass, together we did race
On that day not once did we spill a tear
Unaware of the trouble we could face
From then on we lived and died without fear
As warm as the summer’s sun was your smile
Why were you so damn beautiful baby?
I was with you for the very last mile
Said we’d run away together maybe
And they said all love ends in suicide
You didn’t listen, I let you decide

Judge’s Comment

Shows a good command of the sonnet form. The ending is chilling.
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Nadia BEVZ, 13
Mount Waverley Secondary College
MOUNT WAVERLEY VIC

Second Best
The wine on my bedside
The hash in my drawer
Refuse to stunt my tears
Continuing to pour.
My knight in armour shining,
Drove into the distance
My conscience suffers worse
For I provided no resistance.
Your picture remains hanging
Smirking victorious 'cross the hall
I've not the strength to take it down
Since our love reached its fall.
I'd boast of iron will
Claim I'd never fall apart
But contrary to my wishes
Tales can't mend a shattered heart.
On this yellowed paper
My final farewell, I'll confide
The escape from relentless torment
Can be only suicide.
Judge’s Comment

A steady rhyme and rhythm pattern reflecting, perhaps, the pouring
tears. A sad poem, but well constructed.
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Khai Ling CHAN, 12
MLC
KEW VIC

The Season's Battle
A thousand leaping soldiers in a battlefield of flame,
Falling into danger as the call of duty came.
Soaring through the winds, the soldiers grasp the breeze
Landing in the furore of the wrath of dying trees.
The bodies of their comrades lie lifeless all around;
Trodden on and tearing, littering the battered ground.
Their homes are homes no longer but a bare and solemn place.
The soldiers out of battle grieving for their fallen race.
A thousand floating fires in a cold deserted land,
Covering the scene like a bloody, flaming hand.
Serene yet unsettling is the quiet of the air,
Silent while watching how the thousand soldiers fare.
They fight upon the crumbling earth, though no weapon can be
seen.
Tripping, dodging, running, on a ground of brown and green.
When darkness kills the combat of the thousand fighting men
The battlefield is silent till the flames do fall again.
Judge’s Comment

This very clever extended metaphor paints a vivid picture of the
falling autumn leaves. The metre and rhyme pattern are carried
well.
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Leeann CHEN, 13
Hornsby Girls High School
HORNSBY NSW

Priceless Possessions
Beneath
my bed
lies
a box;
the home to
my delicate ink
feather quills
that belonged to my
long.
gone.
friend.
My still moaning
and groaning
teeth,
a five
cent coin
from my
country,
now extinct,
substituted.
replaced.
A
rare
strand
of
grey
hair,
neverending.
The
handmedowns
of my
great
grandparents;
possessions who
claim
to be
older
than
me,
my "wanted"
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lists,
my letters
to
Santa;
never.
returned.
My priceless
possessions
of
my
vague
existence.
Judge’s Comment

A lovely poem, offering a glimpse into the childhood treasures -and,
as a consequence, the life - of the poet.

Jemimah CLIFFORD, 12
Cressy District High School
CRESSY TAS

Insert Depression Here
We torment ourselves
With contempt and suffering
When will the pain stop?
Depression rules us
A culture twisted on fear
This is a harsh truth.
Countries built on death
The world is ruled by liars
While useless wars rage.
Judge’s Comment

The title of this poem is intriguing, drawing the reader in. The poem
itself is a sobering look at the modern world.
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Darcy CORNWALLIS, 15
Northcote High School
NORTHCOTE VIC

Today I Find a Metaphor
Today I find a metaphor
One as yet untouched before.
A theme to wail, to screech and moan
Yet hopefully will stand alone.
I want, see, my expression pent,
Break forth perhaps in bold state-ment.
To make you think, to burst your bubbleAnd yet, it seems, I’m having trouble.
I mean, what to write, to paper moot?
To have your mind and thoughts reboot?
You see, I think them spent before,
All decent, yearning metaphors.
I want to cry, to scream, you see,
To make some form of poetry.
I’ll write of politics, of guiles and snares,
And yet, I think, who really cares?
Or denounce the world, write like OrwellCompared to some I merely bore-well.
I’d write of love, Shakespeare’s way:
I can’t compare to a summer’s day.
I could always imitate Mr FrostI tried, but something Gold was lost.
Ah! The decadent nature of the West!
Perhaps that really deserves a rest.
I could write in tender phrase adoring,
Were it not so downright boring.
Maybe I could write a rhyme,
But damn- I’m out of time.
Oh Pity me, show thine remorse!
I'm a rebel, a poet, without a cause.
Judge’s Comment

A clever exploration of the poetic process with a strong attempt to
maintain a metre pattern.
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Esther CANTWELL, 15
Tarremah Steiner School
KINGSTON TAS

Cake Stall
Sweet smells waft in all directions
Gathering crowds with eager eyes
Platters and plates covered in cakes
Different shape, different size
Fingers pointing, begging, wanting
Many coins are exchanged
Slices quickly disappear
All the cakes are rearranged
The buzz comes and then it goes
Exciting, feasting, loud
It’s like a swarm of hungry locusts
Moving in a cloud
Judge’s Comment

The excellent pacing of this poem really creates the feel of being at
a busy cake stall. Great use of rhyme and rhythm.

Lizzie CYRILL-CURRAN, 12
Canterbury Girls High School
CANTERBURY NSW

DISGUISED
People ask me who I am
and who I want to be.
I cannot trust them with the secret,
Nobody knows but me.
I am Machiavelli disguised as a school girl,
Cunning mind and plaid skirt.
The school a court, plotting.
Reaching for success.
It glitters like a crown.
Judge’s Comment

The clever juxtaposition of the innocence of a school girl with
Machiavellian cunning leads the reader to ponder just what it is she
is plotting.
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Malia CORRIGAN, 15
Individual entry
POINT COOK VIC

MY HERO
An old picture
in a new frame,
he towers over me
and the scene
is of a giant
and a dwarf.
He hugs me
like the world
is ending
but somehow
it makes me feel
as if everything
will always be
as wonderful
as this moment.
Cracking jokes
immediately,
sending my giggles
flying.
His polo shirt
always colourful,
like it just
surfed a rainbow,
green
yellow
pink
orange,
but mostly blue
has a stain on the collar
but his shoes
are polished
and gleaming.
He tells me
Stories
about when he
was a pilot
for the navy,
flying off ships
in a jet plane
built for one
maybe two
soldiers,
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he put his country
before himself.
He grunts
like a bear
waking
from a deep slumber
as he sits down
next to me,
side by side
his questions,
my answers.
Quizzes
prepared from
the back
of his mind
fired at me
like bombs
in a warzone.
He is my Grandpa,
my hero,
my friend.
Judge’s Comment

A lovely tribute. I like the echoes of his war time experiences in his
post-service days - firing questions and polished shoes – and the
real sense of connection between grandfather and granddaughter.
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Jessica DAVIDSON, 14
Leighland Christian School
ULVERSTONE TAS

Letting Autumn Show
I sit under an autumn tree
red,
orange,
yellow
leaves float down to the earth.
A breeze blows
cold,
shocking,
informing me…
That winter is coming.
rain,
hail,
snow.
This explains why I've been cold,
in the morning,
at night,
even during the day.
Once winter arrives, the trees will be
leafless,
naked,
empty.
But for now, I will, enjoy autumn,
releasing,
surprising,
all the beauty in the world.
Judge’s Comment

A lovely celebration of autumn, as the narrator savours the season
and tries to ignore the impending winter.
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Jessica DOBSON, 15
Bede Polding College
SOUTH WINDSOR NSW

***
“GET DOWN!” they scream, “GET DOWN”
the bullets fly over our heads
In agony, some scream
As they silence, we know they’re dead
But like a wheel I roll on…
Trapped in the trenches we are, our feet rive apart
The rats that plaque us are only the start
The lice breeding in our clothing, the infection and disease
Some beg for death, on their shaking knees
But like a wheel I roll on…
The rain washes away our fight
Misery plagues us all
All but gone is the sunlight
The trench is a flooded river
But like a wheel I roll on…
Suddenly they spring from their trenches
Eyes burning with hate, mouths filled with venom
Our orders are to retreat to the beaches
But something stops me, I cant move
My children laugh as they innocently play
my home filled with so many memories
my wife’s smile on our wedding day
my life flashes before my eyes
and with wings, I leave this life.
Judge’s Comment

A well-wrought account of the horrors of war, through the eyes of
one soldier. The repetition in the first three stanzas is made the
more effective for its absence when the narrator is stilled.
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Alexandra DUNN-DELVAEN, 12
MLC
KEW VIC

Forgotten Words
The crumpled parchment burns bright among the ashes.
Earthly ochre and torn on the edges like a misused book.
It heaves and sighs as it is tossed around, left neglected.
Kindled and tamed as its anger is raked into a small pile,
Blown away like a dandelion.
The fading lines wriggle across its body, a never ending drought.
A dark coffee, brewing from within the murky soil.
The parchment is dragged along by the wind,
Breathing down its neck.
Bred up high then drifted low.
Now it will fly away,
Then come back again with more words on it than before.
Judge’s Comment

Lovely use of personification as the parchment suffers in the flames
before being freed by the wind.

Patrick HEATON, 13
Holy Cross College
RYDE NSW

Driving
Driving down the windy road,
Looking through the dark fog,
Wondering what lies ahead,
Beeeeeb.....Swerve.....Bang,
I open my eyes and see a tree,
And a kangaroo sitting next to me
Judge’s Comment

Short and sharp this poem recreates a car accident, with the
surprise of the kangaroo a nice finishing touch.
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Marley EASTERBROOK, 14
St Joseph's College
MILDURA VIC

I guess I miss you. Kinda, sorta, maybe.
Where is he?
What is he doing?
Why did he leave?
These are the questions people ask about my father.
But I don’t know where he is.
I don’t know what he’s doing.
I don’t know why he left.
All I know is that he left.
Do you miss him? They ask,
But I don’t know.
I don’t remember him, so how can I miss him?
I do know, though, that I want to find him.
So that I can ask him where he went.
So I can ask him what he does.
So that I can ask him why he left.
So that I can ask him why he left this hollow feeling in my heart.
But I can’t,
So I won’t.
Judge’s Comment

A touching poem which makes good use of repetition and
questioning to show the narrator’s thought processes and confusion.
The two short last lines say so much.

Thendral MANICKAM, 14
The Knox School
WANTIRNA SOUTH VIC

The Ocean – Cinquain
Ocean,
Blushing to the
Sunset’s dappled kisses
Galloping in blue silk tresses
so fine
Judge’s Comment

It is rare to find a really good cinquain, so this one was a delight.
The personification here is clever and word choice is excellent.
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Serena HRISTODOULIDIS, 13
Canterbury Girls Secondary College
CANTERBURY VIC

Fear Poem
Black darkness falls,
Eagles fly, spiders crawl,
Storm begins, nightmare starts,
Fear is here, horror sparks,
Gloomy clouds start to rain,
Lions roar, you hear a train
Bombs blow up, death is dark
Fear is here, horror sparks
Panic starts as shadow creeps,
Ghost cry, terror shrieks,
Knifes hurt, dogs bark,
Fear is here, horror sparks
Judge’s Comment

The rhythm of this poem reminded me of the scary music in a ghost
film – which was apt for the subject matter. It makes good use of
rhyme and rhythm and the repeated 'Fear is here, horror sparks' is
effective.

Alex NEWPORT, 14
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

Divorce story
Someone and someone sitting in a tree
K-I-S-S-I-N-G
First comes love, then comes marriage
Then comes an abrupt, tragic miscarriage
Then comes blame, then comes despair,
two hearts damaged
beyond
repair.
Someone leaves someone
and takes the tree
D-I-V-O-R-C-E
Judge’s Comment

Clever use of a well-known chant, with the shock of the fourth line,
and what follows, very effective. Well done.
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Tom SARGEANT, 14
Blaxland High School
BLAXLAND NSW

Riddle (The Past)
Past the shadows,
Deeper than dark itself,
Is where they lie.
Never hungry,
But always starving,
As their lives are away,
And souls left to thrive,
None are good,
Nor evil.
For the strong may enter,
Their fate to be decided,
As some visit,
But never return.
Under the world is where I’m describing,
In the fields of asphodel,
Where the prospering souls are thriving,
And death is just a smell.
Judge’s Comment

A clever riddle with lots to ponder. The use of rhyme in the last
stanza stands out, forcing the reader to ponder the afterlife of
asphodel.
Alia SMILLIE, 13
Tarremah Steiner School
KINGSTON TAS

Clouds
Soundlessly they float,
Dusting the sky in wispy strands.
Sinking dreamily,
Misting the tree tops.
A canopy of white,
Fresh before my eyes.
Judge’s Comment

This short poem says a lot in just a few lines, creating a beautiful
image of clouds drifting across the sky.
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Ailise SEERY, 14
St Leo’s Catholic College
WAHROONGA NSW

If only we could go around
A dimly lit street,
In the middle of nowhere,
Dangerous and dark,
If only we could go around.
A cold, plastic chair,
In the middle of a classroom,
Listening to what we already know,
If only we could go around.
A car beeping its loud horn,
In the middle of a road,
Sitting and waiting for a change of colour,
If only we could go around.
Sitting on crinkling paper,
In the middle of a doctor’s office,
Anxious and nervous for results,
If only we could go around.
The sound of grumbles and groans,
In the middle of the queue,
Shuffling from foot to foot,
If only we could go around.
Quickly and deeply breathing,
In the middle of a race,
Striding towards the finish line,
If only we could go around.
Thinking out loud,
In the middle of a bed,
Wondering why the wheels of life,
Can’t just let us go around.
Judge’s Comment

A thought-provoking poem, exploring the frustrations and
difficulties of modern life. The repetition is effective.
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Crispin SMYTHE, 12
Castlemaine Secondary College
CASTLEMAINE VIC

It Makes Down Under Great
The drover droves his cattle
Across the northern plains
The ringer shears the ewes and rams
The politicians rage
The swaggie treks on, through the bush;
And ‘shotgun gets the gate’
If you ask me, all that’s what makes
Down under true blue great.
Judge’s Comment

A celebration of rural Australia using a jaunty rhythm. True blue
great!

Rachael SUNG, 14
Individual entry
EASTWOOD NSW

The Nurse
The hospital stands on a war-ravaged plain,
And women in uniforms silently glide,
Their patients scream loudly in terror and pain,
Whilst I gaze at my nurse, my strong, silent guide,
My heart leapt within me when she held my hand,
As surgeons swiftly slashed me limb from limb.
The depth of my love she can’t understand,
Her sweet British voice like a passionless hymn.
She rubs at her temples, her feeble voice quakes,
Her fine featured face is clouded with fear,
Her coughing grows louder, her small frame shakes,
She seems almost translucent whenev’r she’s near,
I watch helplessly, and we share no goodbyes,
As her soul slips away and she quietly dies.
Judge’s Comment

This is a haunting, tragic poem of ghost-like nurses helping ease
soldiers' suffering and, at the same time, suffering themselves.
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Victoria TONG, 14
MLC Burwood
BURWOOD NSW

Darkness of the Night
When day dies down and drops his crown
To draw away in spite
That cuckoo calls, proclaims the fall
And journeys home in flight
When darkness reigns his own domain
Beneath the rising stars
The creatures crawl without a brawl
Their beauty marred with scars
Like servants kneel at master's heel
The lonely ones do hide
And thinking through what’s false and true
To find what friends have lied
In night time hides the darker sides
Of lives that dwell in day
They crumble and like melting sand
So often slip away
So silence, dark do leave their mark
Beneath skeletal trees
And splayed below the fruitless boughs
Innocent auguries
Judge’s Comment

An intriguing look at nightfall. I love the opening line.
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Dylan VOGEL, 13
Northcote High School
NORTHCOTE VIC

The Single Tree
A single tree,
Swaying so gently,
Its leaves rustle happily with the sound of “pshhh.”
The flowers blossom a deep purple.
A small dog quietly sniffs the flaky bark,
Its fluffy brown coat shines with the sun.
Its ferocious teeth hidden by a harmless face,
Its tail wagging like there’s no tomorrow.
“Is this a friend? Is this a friend?”
It carelessly raises its hind leg,
Warm yellow liquid comes out.
The dog trots off.
The tree cries…
Judge’s Comment

This one made me laugh at the same time I felt sad for the tree, I
love it when a poem surprises me like this.

Yiheng WANG, 12
Castle Hill High School
CASTLE HILL NSW

Flight
Elegant and light
She flaps her wings
The fresh air dances past her
Remembering the first breath
The excitement deafens her
She leaps ...
... And soars away
Judge’s Comment

A lovely compact poem which creates a lovely picture of first flight.
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Senior Secondary
Jyden BRAILEY, 16
St Paul's College
WALLA WALLA NSW

Wasabi Peas
Deceitful little green beans,
Tempting me into eating you
Oh, how you satisfy my taste buds
Until you start your dirty work.
You burn my throat
You burn my mouth
And you burn my tongue
But when the fiery heat dies down
You leave me wanting more.

Judge’s Comment

A clever little poem proving a poem can be about just about
anything.

Ethan BRIDGE, 16
St Brendan-Shaw College
DEVONPORT TAS

The Odd One Out
I know
I’m the weird kid
Standing out in the crowd
Mocked for taking too much space
Forever obese

Judge’s Comment

This is a sad but powerful poem, with the power lying in the brevity.
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Morgaine AUTON, 15
Mountain Creek State High School
MOOLOOLABA QLD

The Cottage
There’s the sense that time moves faster,
As the waves rush to shore
There used to be a cottage here
There isn’t any more
The family who lived there
They’ve broken up, moved on
And just like the little cottage,
Some of them are gone
They’d stay there for the summer
Long days in the sun
No bad things ever happened,
It wasn’t really done
Walks along the pebbled beach,
Collecting shells and such,
The children didn't care at all,
Nor did parents much
One by one, day by day,
The light was fading fast
Some began to move away
From troubles in Belfast
But many chose to just forget,
The fact that war rolled in
Expectations never met
The blackened curse of sin
They weren’t ready for the fire,
The spark that burned so bright
The screams of dying people
The flames against the night
The cold grey light of morning
Revealed the dreadful scene
The smouldering shell a memory
Of all that could have been
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The children scream and wake at night
Remembering what they saw
There used to be a cottage there
There isn’t any more

Judge’s Comment

A sad tale, with good control of rhythm and rhyme. The two
repeated lines that close the poem add a wonderful pathos.

Rebecca SINGE, 15
St Paul's College
WALLA WALLA NSW

Shame
T’was a bitter taste,
The salty flavour that rose
And burnt down my throat
Judge’s Comment

Good use of the haiku form to explore a single emotion.
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Thomas BAILEY, 15
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

The i Generation
Copernicus had his questions
The seasons? The stars? The edge of the Earth?
Trivial stuff?
He pointed a solitary, bony finger
Towards the sun and proclaimed:
“Behold the centre of the universe.”
And to everyone’s surprise
It wasn’t us

iPod,
iPhone,
iPad,
iCloud,
iPillow,
iBaby,
iFish,
iSelect,
iView,
iTunes,
iBooks,
iMedicine,
iPass,
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iParent,
iLearn,
iTeach,
iTask,
iLook,
iMake,
iLive,

iWant, iMustHave,

Copernicus had his questions.
We need a Copernicus-type shift once more.

Judge’s Comment

A clever poem exploring philosophy and the i-generation.
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Lucy Rose BIRRELL, 17
Marist Sisters College
WOOLWICH NSW

Sepulchre
Advent, I rent
A face of mock solemnity,
With external excitement stifled with shudders
While the long dead King
Bleeds patiently on a thorny flowerbed
As fleeting remembrance
Of a cheapened epoch
(Abhorred and adored by the masses)
Is dictated in sermons
Upon a comatose audience.
To whom do we owe the honour
Of the fractured world?
It rests on the shoulders of
A soul forged in destruction
And maintained by flimsy pages
That thoroughly deny
The standards that Demeter upheld
Yet applauds abrogation
And denial of primogeniture.
Just as the people at Parsi did dismay
With cries of sacrilege;
They will mourn my conversion to scepticism
And censor my face.

Judge’s Comment

An interesting questioning of organised religion. Good use of
imagery.
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Lauren BONNY, 15
Ogilvie High School
NEW TOWN TAS

The Alley
The winds cool touch turns my lips numb
I stand under an apparent, seasoned tree
For shelter from the falling rain
The benches are soaked
The ground is icy
Reaching into my pocket
I pull out a sentence to death
Sparks ignite my urge
Inhaling a deep toxic breath
Rain weeps down my leg
Shivers attempt to thaw my body
My jacket is otherwise engaged
Only a school dress hangs off my agitated body
The sky has no life, with its sunless and grieving tears
Its Seven
In the morning
Detached from my mind
Here
In the widowed alley.

Judge’s Comment

A great job of capturing the dreariness of the scene as a school girl
has a cigarette in a dreary, rain-soaked alley.
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Marla DONEHUE, 18
Hobart College
HOBART TAS

That Night
That night.
I lined my lips with red lipstick,
Dressed with sweet mangos, cherries in my hair
Sprayed my wrists with red roses
I entered the night
That night.
Through a haze of shrill vodka and misty cigarette smoke
With the heat of fire burning in our cheeks I was your Rapunzel.
I met you and you met me
And there was no more.
That night,
I wore fairy wings and carried a magic wand
You piggy-backed me across the sand
And we swam in silk water sprinkled with phosphorescence
That night,
My heart no longer confused
I forgot about regretful yesterdays and wishful tomorrows
We floated on that night.
Maybe tomorrow we would crash land,
Maybe tomorrow there would be no words to say,
Maybe tomorrow we would move with juts and stutters.
But that night,
You kissed me
And our mouths moved like waves, tongues gently licking the shore.
That night.
On that beach, next to that fire
We were the young ones
We were the only ones alive on earth,
That night,
We entered the night.
Judge’s Comment

The repetition of the title phrase carries the reader through the
eddies of a party and a blossoming relationship, before leaving us
wondering what happens next. Cleverly woven.
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John EVANS, 16
St Paul's College
WALLA WALLA NSW

Eclipse
‘Don’t look at it,’ the teacher said.
‘It’s fascinating, but don’t look,
Except perhaps, through smoky glass
Or mirrored in the window.
‘It’s not a thing to fear,’ he said,
‘Just a dead moon,
That by some dreadful coincidence
Will stand between us
And our nearest star. I wasn’t fooled,
I know that demons bring the night!
Judge’s Comment

A clever examination of a solar eclipse explained by a teacher as
something innocuous. The last line is a surprise which leaves the
reader thinking.


Fast Driving
Just as I hit the corner, then the tail
Breaks away, sharply, as I fight
And spin the wheel,
A touch of brake
And drive into the skid.
Such power, as the dust swirls up
The world’s a blur.
I’m sideways now,
Correct the spin
And hit the straight,
and smile.
Judge’s Comment

An excellent use of pacing here to draw the reader in to the feeling
of speed, the danger and the final, surprising, smile.
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Grace FORRESTER, 16
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

YOUR WORLD WITH MY EYES
I’ve looked into your world with my eyes,
I see a playground full of seven million wonders,
Invigorating colours and soft fresh air.
I see an explorers heart with
An adventure around every corner.
Naive, trusting, innocent
I’ve looked into your world with my eyes,
I see a virtual world full of video games,
A vessel for channels of gossip and addictive facebook.
I see a manipulating heart
With ‘iWant’ at the core of every decision.
Suspicious, independent, cool
I’ve looked into your world with my eyes,
I see a workplace full of dashed hopes and determined enterprises,
Agitated attitudes and industrious obligations.
I see a currency heart climbing the ladder
To the top for material gains.
Achiever, ruthless, successful
I’ve looked into your world with my eyes,
I see a nursing home full of learnt lessons,
Lonesome hearts and weary souls.
I see a generous spirit giving
What they have left in this life.
Reflective, advice, legacy
Judge’s Comment

An insightful look at the differences across the lifespan, with the
patterning of each stanza sharpening the contrast.
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Lily FRAME, 16
MLC Burwood
BURWOOD NSW

The Boat
The blank sea’s white foam engulfs our boat,
We sit
In silence,
Scanning the horizons
The unforgiving sun punishes us,
We wait
Bundled in groups,
Yearning for safety
The wooden deck groans ,
We hope
For a place,
Of freedom and faith
The small frame of a child wails,
We pray
Furrowed hands clutched together,
But we have lost all hope
The blank sea’s white foam engulfs my boat,
I sit,
In silence,
Waiting

Judge’s Comment

This is a sad poem, portraying the peril of refugee journeys. The
contrast between the 'we' of the first stanza and the "I" of the last
is chillingly moving.
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Rachel GIBBONS, 17
Penrith High School
PENRITH NSW

Song of the Asparagus
I breathe, I stop, I grow and I break,
And yet you see none of these.
To you, I am but a mere morsel
To be beaten and thrown away.
I live, I die, I fly, and I crash,
But feelings do not these people make.
You see nothing but my exterior,
To be beaten and thrown away.
I love, I hate, I hurt, and I soothe
But why must I be like you?
You have hurt and you have pleased
But I will do none of these.
I will be my own person,
Free of your destructive influence.
I will be as an asparagus –
Tall and strong and free of you.
I will be me.

Judge’s Comment

A wonderful anthem of the individual. The idea of likening the desire
to be unique with an asparagus is clever.
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Lachlan HANLEY, 17
Shoalhaven Anglican School
MILTON NSW

Bella horrida bella
A horn is sounded
We march forward
Our weaponry barely managing
To hide the thunderous beating of our hearts
We, a mere two thousand wolves
Against the lion's horde
Death is here, a soldier in our ranks
He is a soldier in their ranks
His scyth is in the fields
Stumbling down to be crushed by our comrades
His touch is in the stones,
Hurled by the catapults
That drive us faster
Into his frost bitten embrace
His breath, fresh from the graves
We dug last night
Gently brushing past us
The reminder that slaughter is cold

Judge’s Comment

The use of the Latin phrase sums up the theme of the poem
succinctly, with the poem itself capturing the horror of war from the
perspective of an ancient soldier.
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Fergus HALLIDAY, 17
St Dominics College
KINGSWOOD NSW

Divergence of Thought
“the human heart in conflict with itself which alone can make good
writing because
only that is worth writing about” ~ William Faulkner

1
A schism within me,
where the past and present collide.
The path to greatness lies before me
but is it an opportunity best denied?
A storm lies on the horizon A tempest set to tear through me.
Will my identity survive intact?
Or will it at last be set free?
An eternal hallway lies before me.
an infinite set of decisions await.
Will they solemnly secure my future
or silently seal my fate?
Thereʼs no more time for games.
No more time for plans
as I approach the final phase
and let go of their hands.
Because time is running out
and the doors close one by one.
Thereʼs no room left for doubt
as the time of trials is begun.
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2
Across the lands lie
the shadow of uncertainty.
As I wait these trials to pass
it is cataclysm that runs free
Is this all certain?
Or is it just fiction?
Do I dread pulling back the grim curtain
to find naught but my own conviction?
Am I the one seen
In feigned dreams so long ago?
Or the man my predecessors saw
in their times of tinted snow?
Are my words a gift?
Just letters in the dust.
Will I forever stand alone
as I do what I must?
What do I really know?
Iʼm alone and Iʼm caught,
Iʼm trapped in this cycle my divergence of thought
Judge’s Comment

An excellent response to the Falkner quote, showing the
poet/narrator's struggle.
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Krystina Jones, 15
Redeemer Baptist School
North Parramatta NSW

HOW CAN WE IGNORE THEM?
History is encased within this being.
With wrinkled skin, thin, wispy hair
Pallid features.
Listening carefully
You hear short breaths and a raspy voice
Through a tongue that is dry, and a mouth that is wet.
Movements are feeble, shaky and slow.
There is pain there that we don’t understand
Nor can we see.
This being that is encasing history
Also holds the key
To a heritage, a treasure,
A life of experience,
An understanding of consequences,
A message of substance to hand down
Generation to generation.
Who will listen?
Who will benefit?
This being that is encasing history,
And holding the key,
Also has a heart.
Loving, compassionate, merciful,
Caring and knowing.
He is valuable, he is to be held dearly,
To be admired and be honoured.
It is a heart to respect and to look up to.
It is a heart of wisdom.
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How can we ignore this being that is encasing history,
That is holding the key,
That has a heart
That is offered to us?
Do we believe that he has a story that needs to be heard?
Are we ready to listen?
There is wisdom to be shared
There is honour to be given
Respected until death
Stand up and listen.

Judge’s Comment

This poem is a wonderful exhortation to recognise the experiences
and the learning of the elderly.

Magdelaine O'MOORE, 16
Victor Harbor High School
VICTOR HARBOR SA

Fading Light
The girl sits by the window-sill in the emergency room,
Watching the fading light as the sun sets,
Wondering how to tell her mother.
The doctor sits by the window-sill in the reception,
Watching the fading light as the sun sets,
Wondering why so many young women are in this position.
The woman sits by the window-sill in her home,
Watching the fading light as the sun sets,
Wondering where her daughter is.

Judge’s Comment

A lovely little poem, tenderly composed with the three scenes
creating a sad atmosphere. It is what is not said here that really
draws the reader in.
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Elise KEW, 16
Applecross Senior High School
ARDROSS WA

Sleeping Beauty
Late afternoon shadows dance upon fallen leaves
Two white doves above
Observe the garden of ‘Croft Cottage’
A reddening sky heralds the sun’s descent
Where birds skim below clouds
Dipping and disappearing into secret tree hollows
Log fires promise warmth this autumn night
The cottage door swings open
A flourish of candy-floss pink sails down the garden
Clattering heels on stepping-stones
“Bossy” crosses the mossy lawn
A sister’s breath away, I follow
Dutifully carrying our bundle of props
With timeless tranquillity
Roles assumed; Bossy lies on carpeted ground
Intoxicated by the scent drenched amphitheatre
Late fairy roses foam over stone walls
Fat clumps of leafy perennials illuminate the garden
Triumphantly, I toss a veil over her dainty frame
Carefully placed red flowers adorn her veil
Her semblance of death complete; she waits for love’s kiss.
Judge’s Comment

A lovely poem blending fairytale charm and the relationship
between two young sisters at play.
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Calin MILES, 15
A.B. Paterson College
ARUNDEL QLD

Open Eyes
When I was younger
I watched the skies
Change from lightest blue
To deepest black
Lit alight by only the few points of light
Bright enough to shine through the darkness
I watched the trees
As they grew themselves up so high
Covered themselves in leaves
Then stood powerless against the seasons
As their greenery fell away
Only to return to those who waited
For the spring to come again
I watched the clouds
Twist and turn, changing endlessly
Each formation more unique than the last
As they followed their forever altering path
Across the horizons
I watched the people
As they rushed through their lives
Heartbroken, torn apart,
Falling in upon themselves
Giving up on their dreams
As they struggled to find the answers
I listened to the people
As they told me that I didn’t
As they told me that my head was somewhere else
Selfishly enjoying some unseen amusement
And I smiled
Because I knew

Judge’s Comment

An enigmatic poem leaving the reader wondering at the
poet/narrator's secret knowledge.
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Anneline NAPIER, 15
MET Wagga Wagga
WAGGA WAGGA NSW

A Brilliant Invention
A Brilliant Invention’s my brother’s Beer Thrower!
He made it himself –
Thought it out in the shower.
Its slim-line and tidy,
Ideal for small spaces,
He brags to the guests
You should just see their faces!
A Brilliant Invention’s my brother’s Beer Thrower!
It’s made all from steel,
With some parts from the mower.
It can open an Eski,
Grab a bottle or two,
And toss them quite high
To Guest One and Guest Two!
A Brilliant Invention’s my Brother’s Beer Thrower!
We’ve never looked back,
It’s great; it’s a Go-er!
Whilst Dad’s pouring a Port or mixing Cocktails,
The Beer Thrower’s busy,
Dispensing the ales!
A Brilliant Invention’s my Brother’s Beer Thrower!

Judge’s Comment

This funny poem makes good use of rhyme and rhythm to make the
reader laugh.
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Caitlin PORTEOUS, 15
Box Hill High School
BOX HILL VIC

I Have No Love
I
I
I
I

have no love, nor soul, nor heart
stay in cold and wet and dark
have no mind I call my own
am the lowest ever known

I
I
I
I

know no name, and no remorse
have no sound; my voice is hoarse
cannot breathe through blackest mud
cannot see through reddest blood

My vision blurs and through the dark
There is a light, a single spark
A candle wavering, small and bold
A single pillar of pure gold
I reach my dark and hollow hand
Towards the light, to understand
I scream in fury, it’s too far
I’ll never know what these lights are
Tears stream down my face
I can’t reach across the space
Of emptiness and air so cold
My bones creak, I am so old
The light is gone and my eyes close
I cannot feel, my breathing slows
I sink beneath the blackest mud
And find myself in a pool of blood
I
I
I
I

have no love, nor soul, nor heart
live beyond the wildest dark
cry beneath the lonely sea
have no love, I have only me.

Judge’s Comment

A disturbing poem which tells of despair and loss of hope. The
composition of rhythm and rhyme is excellent.
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Harriet SCRIVEN, 16
Queenwood School For Girls
MOSMAN NSW

Pixie Girl
Oh, Pixie Girl, there is but one,
For boys unfurl, penchant for none.
A sea of green that shines within,
Her eyes are mine. And she begins,
To float around, on nature’s floor.
She moves and twists, green eyes that bore,
The honesty that I admire.
She’s rid of rage.
She’s free of fire.
And Pixie Girl, O’ nature’s child!
Was born so free and calmly wild,
Through her facades I see the truth.
Prodigious child, master of youth.
So pixie girl, believe me true!
The love I have is all for you.
Judge’s Comment

An excellent mastery of rhyme and rhythm to craft an enticing,
intriguing poem.
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Chelsea SCURR-NICHOLS, 16
Riverside High School
LAUNCESTON TAS

Imaginary Things
His house is filled with imaginary things.
He sits surrounded by them,
knees drawn up to his chest.
Some tower over him, silent but treacherous.
Others are tiny and fragile,
like perfect pale butterflies.
He treads softly, carefully,
to protect them,
and cries when one is crushed by an errant foot.
When the Others come knocking,
They don’t see the things that fill his cluttered world;
their eyes blinded by busy minds,
heads crowded with numbers and logic,
hands passing through wonders
made suddenly ghostly and insubstantial,
thin as air in the face of their disbelief.
He waits, silent, as they sigh, shake their heads,
until at last they leave and his home is his own once more.
He closes his eyes and listens to
the flights of thoughts fluttering on whispering wings.
Judge’s Comment
A cleverly composed poem contrasting the world of the protagonist's
imagination with reality, and his preference for the former. Haunting.
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Hayley STEWART, 17
Hobart College
HOBART TAS

A cup of tea
A
gentle blaze,
the humble sparrow
clasped within
my fingers,
calmly
entered my living room
wobbling
white to browns,
the chilled afternoon
air stained in
warm herbal
milk.

Judge’s Comment

A beautiful poem on a seemingly simple subject. The reader can feel
that tea cup and taste its treasure.
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Selin TEKIRDAG, 16
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

BECOMING OLD
I remember
When I used to breathe
Through the frayed and tattered
Skin of the curtain.
She always blushed
Crimson gradations
As sunset wove between
The velvet patterns.
Her silhouette
Drooped down like a veil
Hiding me from the man
That lived in the room.
I still yearn for
The summer breezes
Where she flawlessly teased
And shadowed the wind.
And those champagne
Blinds would twist open
To paint my clear frame with
Her bright reflection.
I can recall
The moment where I,
The window, met curtain
Alone in that room.
Now I sit exposed and in front,
motionlessly glaring at the closed
eyelids of the
apathetic blinds. No curtain tonight.
Judge’s Comment

Very clever - a poem of lost love as the window mourns the curtain.
Lovely.
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Alexandra VASS, 17
St Clare’s College, Waverley
WAVERLEY NSW

My City
An appropriation of Dorothea Mackellar’s ‘My Country’
The love of gum and wattle
of faded, dismal grass
of canola fields and cattle
is wrenching at your heart
strong love of sun drenched tar roads
great floods and raging fires
I know but cannot share it
my love is otherwise…
I love a vibrant city
a land of dreams and smells
of weary parking rangers
tall towers, soft green dells
I love her stretching suburbs
I love her second hand streets
her culture and her faces
the zesty spot for me
Lines at every entrance
of which we’ve grown immune
gold floor of the Archibald fountain
the savage rush at noon
hot tangle of the busses
the traffic scent of oil
that seeps in through the windows
rewards a hard days toil
Core of my heart, my City!
Fruit salad, soy flat white
when sick at heart, trust us
to buy and buy and buy
the men and women lather
in CK, Arden, Chanel
the flicking of the pages
and into their hands we fell
Core of my heart, my City!
A mine of cultural gold
for outcasts and minorities
their stories freely told
languages are living
A church for every creed
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different faces are expected
in those worn city streets
A sparkling, feisty kingdom
a magnetic, wilful land
All those who have not loved her
who called her ‘gritty’ and ‘bad’
though gum sap runs within my veins
The scent of wattle in my nose
I know that it's the city,
I’ll always call my home
Judge’s Comment

Good use of the original poem's form to create an enjoyable
contrast.

Dunya TOMIC, 15
St Leonard's College
BRIGHTON EAST VIC

Temperate Nostalgia for Diminished Aspirations: a Sonnet
Whose wretched minds give way to condemnation?
What evil spirits pace these haunted halls?
The demons stripping summer’s sweet plantations
Confine our fate to faithless castle walls.
Our pouring hearts bleed oddly graceful tones
Nostalgic of the music now deformed.
The crumbling earth speaks lifeless monochrome,
The sky imposes ruthless grayscale storms.
Whose watchful eye guides overcast nightmares?
What lullabies comfort a dying child?
The screams of pain silence the forging heirs
To kingdoms lost, and flames of hope exiled.
Our final words expose dead rays of light,
Ignition sparks the sun to break the night.

Judge’s Comment

Makes good use of the sonnet form. The poem has a gothic-horror
feel to it, with the final line suggesting hope beyond that horror.
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Elizabeth WALDRON, 15
Newtown High School Of The Performing Arts
STRATHFIELD NSW

Interactions: a sestina on childhood neurological
development
The left brain is the centre of knowledge,
The seat of common sense.
Logic rules alongside reasoning.
Maths and science skills develop,
Outside input is interpreted,
And factual databases are created.
“Look, my toes have got old”
Little girl, where are your shoes?
“I know where I put my shoes but where I put them is not where they
are”
“I’m sorry Sir, she won’t interrupt again. Please continue”
The right side of the brain is the centre of creativity.
It is not always enough to know,
A child must also learn to interpret.
An overactive right brain can stimulate extreme emotional sensitivity,
But interference with right brain development
Can lead to deficits in philosophical and moral reasoning.
“Did you know that thunder is bears stamping their feet in the sky?”
Next slide, if you please
The frontal lobe drives problem solving, reasoning,
And creativity.
Damage to the frontal lobe can impair the child’s emotional development,
And the necessary accumulation of knowledge
That is required for the maturation of socio-cultural sensitivity.
The role of the frontal lobe in the formation of character is still open to
interpretation.
“If this snail had a mouth I bet it would have a very slow laugh”
“Hush now, these people trying to listen.”
“Well, then, I’ll dead them all …..
or maybe I’ll just walk away”
The parietal lobe interprets
Language and mathematical reasoning.
Peripheral neurological sensations
And kinaesthetic cues enable the child to create
A map of their external and internal world, which we now know
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Is essential to childhood development.
“I don’t need a map.
When you’re born you get a little car inside your head
and it makes roads so you learn where places are.”

To continue, a damaged parietal lobe can lead to aphasia: the inability to
speak.
This is occasionally preferable to the alternative.
Next slide.
The temporal lobe is essential to the development
Of understanding, and the ability to interpret
Auditory input, memories and pre-existing knowledge.
Children with well developed temporal lobes are reasonable
And are able to listen quietly and curb their creativity
In the name of common sense.
“This banana is not being very reasonable”
“Look, why don’t you have a little nap while the adults finish talking”
“I can’t go to sleep because the stars are twinkling too loudly”
The occipital lobe processes visual sensations.
This is essential to the development
Of pattern recognition, so children can learn to create
Imaginative constructions using colour and symbolic interpretations.
Within reason.
Next week’s lecture will be preceded by a short test of your neurological
knowledge.
“Are we done yet?”
“Yes. We can go”
“What was he talking about anyway?”
“He told me about all the things inside your head”
“I know what’s in my head.
People and places and colours and secrets
Secrets are presents you keep in your head”

Judge’s Comment

This is a cleverly constructed poem which makes good use of layout
to contrast the expert and the child.
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Nicola WRIGHT, 17
Hobart College
HOBART TAS

Cutting for Cash – Villanelle
Nine years of draining, sleepless nights
In this graveyard, scalpel in hand
My fingers dance to win lost fights
Nine years of draining, sleepless nights
His chest, a basin, wet and warm
Soaks my million dollar fingers
I scrub, yet the death scent lingers
It’s infused into every pore
Soaks my million dollar fingers
Hours of stitching, cuts and slicing
I scrub, yet the death scent lingers
Raw flesh sealed in cotton icing
From me, souls float away like kites
A well-paid executioner
Nine years of draining, sleepless nights
In this graveyard, scalpel in hand
Hands with a price tag bind me here
Make me meet desperate demands
My bank balance relies on fear

Judge’s Comment

A solid attempt at the villanelle - though not adhering strictly to the
structured repetition of this challenging form. The tale told, with its
images of blood, flesh and scalpels, is chilling.
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Amer YAWAR, 17
Shoalhaven Anglican School
MILTON NSW

My Life
First Year
All day by myself
Struggling speaking English
The only one in my family
But people didn’t like me.
Second Year
I am a good soccer player
But I have no support
I can go further and further
But still I have to improve a lot.
Third year
All the people against me
Pushing me down
Even further away
Breaths I can’t hold
Breaths I can’t find
Forgive my time.
The rest of the year
Time for my family to meet
Time for my family to join
Times when a group gathers when our eyes meet.
Sometimes it starts
Sometimes it works
Sometimes it hurts
Sometimes it dies
Sometimes it ends
What’s the point
of living
If I’ve got nothing left to give?
Judge’s Comment

This is a sad poem, with the focus on the difficulty of finding a new
sense of belonging in a new country. The feeling of alienation is
strong.
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Rachel YOUENS, 17
Shoalhaven Anglican School
MILTON NSW

Angel feathers cover my eyes, so all I see is glory.
I say look for me,
Between the falling rain and the flying hail,
Between the purple cloak of dusk and the birth of a blue moon,
Look for me between the cats forgotten
Whiskers and his sympathetic paws as he
Wipes away tears of regret
I Am Not In Regret
There are often days when the skies
Are heavy with doubt
Clouds shield the grass meadows from the
Sun but they refuse to let it rain,
I put out buckets in my bedroom just in case
This saga finally ends in my rejection
And the tears flood from heaven into my leaky roof
But I sit on the roof with angels
Their wings brush my face,
Their glory is my hope,
I watch them fly into the black clouds of
Despair and part them like a staff does to seas
I still have hope
I see it in a dog's wagging tail
In the ripples made by skipping stones in forgotten lakes
It lies between the bristles on your paintbrush
The smile stretching across your face
Can you see it?
Look for me
Let the angels point you to me
When they break open the clouds hanging
Heavy over your heart
It doesn't have to rain
We do not have to surrender to our misery
Grab my hand
Hold it tight
I will run of this rooftop believing to fly
And if the wings don't grow on our backs
Then we will dance on the snowflakes of winter,
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Swing from ash to ash as they rise from the
Supposedly friendly fires
I know this world is not safe
But we will find our way to safety
We need only to hold tight to hope.
Judge’s Comment

A cleverly constructed tale of hope and of belief against the odds.

Rachel YOUENS, 17
Shoalhaven Anglican School
MILTON NSW

I was born into this.
We were born into this,
A bruised ankle,
A heavy heart,
Eyes that are blue like an ocean believing,
The burning sun is trying to dry us up,
The tide changes to cool our blisters,
The shore walks towards us with more boldness,
But in us there are currents moving,
Waves surging smoothly,
But often breaking like a tidal wave with a vengeful fist,
The ground rumbles beneath us like an
Earthquake we didn't expect,
Opening wounds the size of chasms,
It stings every time the sea salt drops inside,
These are not tears brother
It is the spray from the sea forming into
Droplets that look like misery,
But I am not defeated brother
These wounds are a bruised ankle,
A heavy heart,
But I have not lost my eyes that are
The colour of the ocean
I was born into this belief,
I will not drown into nothingness.
Judge’s Comment

An ultimately uplifting poem, with message of courage and belief.
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Learning Assistance and Special Education Secondary

Katherine ALLEN, 13
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

THE WORLD
The world is an interesting place
To explore for you and me.
The world is twirling around the Sun
In our mystical galaxy.
The world is full of billions of people,
Some are rich, some are poor, some just get by.
We are all trying to leave our mark on the world,
For our short lives fly by in the blink of an eye.
The world is such a wondrous place
Full of things that I adore.
Its natural beauty and places of interest
Leave me totally in awe.
The world is a very exciting place
With huge cities and landscapes to explore.
The trouble with adventure is, once you get started,
You want more and more and more.
No matter what city or country you’re in,
The world is a beautiful place to be.
It is a sight to behold, in your dreams,
In your fantasies and in reality.

Judge’s Comment
A lovely poem about the wonders of life. A good effort to maintain
the rhyme and rhythm scheme.
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Koby BANKS, 18
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

The Sea
Every day I see the sea
It makes me happy and I jump with glee!
The water splashes against the sand
I like to touch it with my hands.
I place the shells against my ear
I hear the ocean; it's really near.
As I make my short walk home
I'll never feel like I'm alone.
I will always remember my day by the sea
It makes me happy and I jump with glee!
Judge’s Comment
A happy celebration of the joy of a trip to the seaside.

Mikaela BRINKWORTH, 14
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

my trip to fiji
Soft waves lapping on the sand
Beautiful sunset, watching the view
Hot sand between your toes
Salty water somewhere in the air
Tropical water is now in sight
Got there fast so we didn’t miss out
Now resting by the pool
In and out, so we don’t get hot
Judge’s Comment
Captures the essence of a seaside holiday - and makes me want to
head to Fiji.
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Rebecca BROAD, 12
Narrandera High School
NARRANDERA NSW

Washing Machines
Whirring, whishing, washing
All clothes nice and clean
Spinning, Spinning, Spun
Heavy, heavy, very heavy
Innovative invention
Noisy, noisy, very noisy
Great, great, great creation
Marvellous, marvellous, machine
Applauded and Appreciated
Clean, clean Clothes
Hot hot very hot
Interesting, interesting very interesting
Nice, nice, very nice
Excellent and exceptional
Softly, softly very softly
Judge’s Comment
This clever poem imitates the sound and motion of a washing
machine with its wonderful use of repetition and onomatopoeia.

Maddie DUNNE, 12
Marist Sisters College
WOOLWICH NSW

Netball
Netball is a game where girls can rule
Exciting and fun
Trying your best and making friends
Best game ever
Awesome
Lots of fitness
Laughing all the time
Judge’s Comment
A well crafted acrostic poem capturing the fun of netball.
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Jayden COPPING, 14
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Attention all passengers - a marvellous flight
Jolly places to go to
Enjoy your flight!
Televisions on the back of your seat
Emergency education before you take off!
Noisy motors, noisy people
Going off on a marvellous adventure
To see marvellous places
To see marvellous things.
Enjoy your flight
It's great to be travelling with you!
Judge’s Comment
This little poem captures the hustle and adventure of a flight. The
opening lines suggest an acrostic poem. I like the repetition of
marvellous.

Ethan GREEN, 16
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

The Skateboard
My skateboard is cool.
Sometimes I think I have
Wings when I skate.
The wheels are round
And take me to faraway place
In my mind.
Judge’s Comment
A simple poem which captures the joy of skating in just a few lines.
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Tiana FINA, 12
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Tiana the Happy Fairy
Tiana has pink wings with rainbow stripes.
Her wings are very large They flow behind her like water from a mountaintop.
In the sunlight she looks like a warm butterfly.
She moves slowly, diving and swirling in the wind.
But she wants to go quicker, faster, higher!
She straps on her roller skates and moves quickly on the ground
Whirrling in amongst the daisies, the daffodils and the tulips.
Her white skates conceal her wings for a little while and then she is
off again
Back into the sky
Tiana is so happy!

Judge’s Comment
A lovely tale of a fairy in flight, capturing the essence of her darting
adventures.
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Luke HUSKA, 17
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Dragons
Dragons are magical creatures
Nobody knows if they existed because it is a myth.
Dragons came in different shapes, size and colours
Dragons had wings to fly around.
Dragons can breathe fire, lava and fireballs
They can scare everyone when then open their mouth.
In the medieval world, dragons were everyone's enemy
Knights tried to kill them, and some died trying.
We can see dragons in books, movies, on television shows and in
video games
But we can never ever see them in real life.
What a shame!

Judge’s Comment
A lovely celebration of the dragon. The last line says it all - very
clever.
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Greg INNIS, 18
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

What can you see?
Come and tell mewhat can you see?
In the sky
Images to inspire,
That take your breath away.
I will reveal what I see Clouds that are white with wonder
Suns that sparkle sensational songs
Surreal images that draw you in
To wonder...
What can it be?
A crouching cat - a worried rat!
A slithering snake forcing me look for its tail in the tall grasses.
A weathered shoeI can see it - can't you?
An unbroken world in the sky above
A fantasy of love
Sitting on the soft, warm clouds
Shivering in the mist
It's bliss!

Judge’s Comment
What a lovely exploration of the clouds and what they might
contain. I love the line 'Suns that sparkle sensational songs'.
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Alan LAM, 18
Montague Cec
SOUTH MELBOURNE VIC

why do i love australia?
My family came from Vietnam.
I was born in Australia, I love this marvellous county.
I love to look around at all new places.
I go to every shopping center I can,
And explore every suburb.
Mum’s side of the family live in Sydney,
We fly on the wings of planes to get there
They can go to the Opera House.
In Sydney there are lots of Nightclubs
King’s Cross is a famous spot.
Dad’s side live in Melbourne
But unlike Sydney’s Nightclubs
Melbourne has Crown Casino,
I can’t go in there yet
Because my mum doesn’t want me to
Play on the roulette wheel and
Gamble my money away.
I also use public transport, trains, trams and buses.
I also like walking,
But get frustrated when the trains are late.

Judge’s Comment
A lovely celebration of Australia and its big cities.
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Brock MANDARIC, 13
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Floating Fantastic Fans
Fans are made by people
People are fans too!
I'm a fan of fans!
Sometimes they are still
Sometimes they wobble so badly
That they look like they are going to fall to the ground
And never work again.
Bent blades on a fan are always a problem!
(Unfortunately I bent the blades on my fan so I have first hand
experience!)
They looked like a mix master on the ceiling
But Mum couldn't make a cake.
Very sad.
Brands of fans are my speciality.
Some are Omega and some are Omega Casa Blanca.
Some are white, some are beige, some are just a shiny brass.
They turn and turn and turn all day
Their wings fly through my room and keep me cool.
Some have a light like a train coming through a tunnel.
Some have switches, but others have a remote control,
And you can be lazy and lie in bed
Flicking the switch.
I am the controller of my floating fantastic fans.

Judge’s Comment
I love this fantastic poem about the wonders of fans, especially the
opening three lines.
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Maddison MUNDY, 12
Concordia College
HIGHGATE SA

Happiness
Happiness, it calls my name
All day long I wonder what makes it come to be
Pulls us into its peaceful world
Playfully, it mocks me and tells me
I’ll never be sad again
No more worries, troubles or homework for me!
Everything is happy
Slowly I see what everything is coming to
So long sadness, hello Happiness!!!
Judge’s Comment
A lovely acrostic poem celebrating the happiest of things happiness!

Richard GRINDROD, 17
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

Raging Darkness
One bright light
Creeps up through the night
Big waves crashing out of sight
Fighting and fighting to keep the boat straight
Time was ticking but it was too late
Family waiting...
And waiting...
For them to call
But not a ring came
Not a ring at all
Ever
Judge’s Comment
A chilling poem, really well composed to emphasize the tragedy in
simple terms.
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Alex NISSAN, 13
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

FOOTBALL - SCORING, TACKLING AND WINNING
There’s nothing like the sound of the crowd
A-lex, A-lex, A-lex, the rush, the sound
My mates, my team, watching me running
Down the field.
Oh what a feeling - scoring!
The roar of the crowd - hurray!
As someone puts a shot in
Yes ... no ... where’s it going to go?
Oh what a feeling - tackling!
Adrenaline pumping through your veins
One more goal, this is it.
It feels great to hear that team song
Oh what a feeling - winning!

Judge’s Comment
An uplifting poem, with the reader transported to the thrill of a
football match.
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Jesse POWELL, 15
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

The Colour of My Life
Blue
Was the crystal ocean sea
With gentle small waves reaching the shore
That washed over the soft damp sand on the beach's edge
Green
Was the lush rich forest
With mountain ranges that reached the tip of the sky
Orange
Was the sun
With warm sizzling rays of light
That filled spring with a sense of joy
Black
Was the night
Covered with a blanket of stars that lit up the crisp, cool air

Judge’s Comment
A beautiful collection of images.
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Natham PHILOMAC, 13
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

CANTEEN CREEK
Just walking down the street one day
What did I feel?
The wide open spaces, the endless blue sky
Spinifex spreading to towns far away,
I feel all alone and it’s good to be free.
Just walking down the street one day
What did I see?
I see a wicked emu looking at me,
His black eyes glittering like stars
Watching the children playing at the park.
Just walking down the street one day
What did I see?
I see a big truck driving past me,
Wheels blowing up dust from the hot, steamy road
Red dust rising in the midday sun.
Just walking down the street one day
What did I hear?
Kookaburras laughing loudly up in the trees,
Pink and white cockies screeching and flapping their wings,
And the stomp of the stallions echoing in the bush.
Just walking down the street one day
What did I hear?
I hear the roar of the truck as it drives past me.
And I can hear my dad hammering nails,
Making a cubby for my brothers and me.
Just walking down the street one day
What did I smell?
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I smell the oil of the diesel dripping onto the road,
And cooking smells drifting across the road,
Mum making chicken soup for my family.
Just walking down the street one day
What did I feel?
I’m so happy to be free,
Then - a surprise, right before my eyes,
Is a red desert flower, beautiful in the dust,
A marvellous thing growing here in Canteen Creek.
Judge’s Comment
A sensory journey through Canteen Creek. The reader doesn't need
to go there to know this is a special place.

Cassandra SPILLING, 14
Wycliffe Christian School
WARRIMOO NSW

Reality
The ground
Green and lush
For others covered in bombshells
The air
Warm and fresh
For others smoke filled and hot
The people
Peaceful and calm
For others chaos and torture
The life
Liveable
For others’ death
Judge’s Comment
A heartfelt poem of contrasts between those who experience war
and those who experience peace. Very clever.
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Reece RAMSTADIUS, 14
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

'Connie' the plane and 'Thomas' the train
Planes are very fast
Trains are much slower.
Black jet planes zoom through the sky.
Red stunt planes turn over and over and over
And I feel sick looking up into the sky at the airshow.
Green 'Black Hawk' helicopters are my favourite.
They rise into the air with their giant blades turning.
The air blows past my ears
And the sound is deafening.
'Connie' the white plane sits proudly at the airshow
And everyone queues to see this lady of the sky.
Thousand and thousands of people look at her wings
And wish that they could fly into the sky with her.
'Thomas' the blue train
blows his whistle and his giant wheels turn.
Slowly... then quicker... then quicker again
He moves from the station and away we go!
'Connie' and 'Thomas' are best friends.
They travel around Australia together
Seeing our beautiful country.
How I wish I had wings.. and wheels!

Judge’s Comment
Good use of the contest theme to explore some of the wings and
wheels which people love.
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Ashley SPEARS, 12
Holy Spirit College Bellambi
CORRIMAL NSW

A Dragon's Golden Eyes
As his big golden eyes stare at me
I wonder if this was dream?
Did I really see this dragon or didn't I?
His eyes glistened in the sun
And his giant wings moved gracefully,
Fluttering past my frozen body.
When the dragon came out of his cave
I felt frightened and I really wanted to run away.
He didn't seem to want to hurt me.
He seemed almost as scared as I was.
He cleared the smoke that poured from his nose
And he came closer... and closer... and closer to me.
I put out my hand as far as I could
To pat the dragon's head
His skin felt scaly and rough... and threatening
But I didn't care!
I was brave and scared at the same time.
And then he flew away.
This dragon of mine
That had visited me
For such a short while
This dragon with the golden eyes.

Judge’s Comment
An exciting poem of a touching encounter between the narrator and
a dragon, leaving the reader wondering if this was a dream.
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Janice SRNEC, 18
Montague Cec
SOUTH MELBOURNE VIC

I love my country
Open the door in the morning,
The cold wind presses up against my face.
The sunlight peaks though the trees,
Birds sing to welcome me to a new day; I can hear the busy traffic,
The sound of car engines starting up.
The smell of ground coffee as people pass me by.
Suddenly, I’m surrounded by tall buildings, people walking in a
hurry.
I feel the warm sunrise against my back, I walk around the lake
I see the reflection of the sunrise, In the sparkling water.
I look for green and luscious countryside.
The calmness & freedom away from the city bustle, I am at peace.
The ripples of water that flows, from the top of the mountain into a
river.
The wild animals quenching their thirst, I love Australia,
The opportunities we have are endless.
The landscapes and sights are amazing see.

Judge’s Comment
A lovely sensory celebration of the poet's love of her country.
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Lyndal VAN ES, 17
Montague Cec
SOUTH MELBOURNE VIC

Marvellous Adventures with Friends
Marvellous adventures with friends,
Going out,
Hanging out,
Talking for ages,
Getting and giving advice,
Playing sport,
Getting up to no good,
Partying and having fun.
Wings represent the feeling I have.
I feel good,
I feel happy,
I feel free,
I feel confident,
I feel accepted,
I feel supported,
I feel lucky,
The wheels of love make the world go round.
Opportunities are endless.
Having someone to share feelings with
Building trusting relationship,
I feel lucky,
To be in a country that
Gives us freedom to do these things.
Judge’s Comment
An interesting take on the theme of 'wheels', with the focus on
friendship. Uplifting.
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Danny XIAN, 16
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW

THE FLOWERS OF FRIENDSHIP
If good friends fall from the sky like raindrops,
I would like to turn my umbrella upside down
and have all I need.
These flowers of friendship gather
into a fragrant posy that
builds up the world around us.
They are meant to be
enjoyed by ourselves
as well as
bringing cheer or comfort to others.
When you have found a friend
such as this,
you will know that beauty
and fragrance surrounding your life and
it will spread like
a beautiful perfume to
all of us.

Judge’s Comment
A charming celebration of friendship. I especially love the image of
the upside down umbrella collecting the friendship drops.
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Alice ZAHALKA, 14
MLC Burwood
BURWOOD NSW

I saw the city scream.
I saw the city scream last night.
It's a little bit over-whelming,
for some,
the rush of the people stampedes over their minds.
For some its calming separating yourself from those around you,
and just watching,
and waiting.
Watching the constant flow of people,
watching the tired and the lovesick drag their feet along the ground,
watching the business men,
walking quickly,
like ants before a storm,
this way and that,
always with a purpose.
The girls going out,
screaming and laughing all of their hidden struggles away.
Drawing the eye of those who are like alley cats,
watching their prey.
Watching the homeless,
watch,
think,
breathe.
The world spins at different paces for everyone,
fast at sometimes,
sometimes so slow you could write a thousand letters that you knew
no one would read.
If you stop for a second and watch.
You see time moving in a blur.
A soup of ease and falling.
I saw the city scream last night.
Judge’s Comment
The opening line draws the reader in, looking for a shock but finding
instead a clever exploration of the hustle of the city.
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NOTES
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